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A vivacious demigod, a scapegoat, an intercessor of love, a shameful adulterer, a 

pawn traded between men, a victimized woman persecuted by her society, a border 

crosser: Helen of Greek mythology has played all of these roles in myths, stories, songs, 

and allusions across time and cultures. How a culture treats Helen is a barometer for how 

that society judges women, their bodies, their sexuality, and their autonomy. Artists like 

Chaucer, Shakespeare, Yeats, and Atwood objectify Helen as the most beautiful woman 

of Greek mythology and vilify her for her part in the catastrophic Trojan War. Their 

portrayals overlook the agency she exhibits to survive a male-dominated society or how 

she is being scapegoated to avoid revealing flaws of the patriarchy. As revisionists, artists 

such as Sappho and H.D. give Helen a major role and draw back the curtain of ignominy 

to peer into her face, her identity as a woman, and the qualities she may share with other 

women. The foundational texts, Homer and Virgil, support these explorations in their 

ambiguous portrayals of Helen as both a victim and a villain. Textual analysis of Helen in 

works across time reveals how cultural expectations affect women, and, in particular, 

how women can still gain authority of their lives and rebel against oppression. 
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AUTHOR’S NOTE 

I began researching Helen of Troy in seventh grade. My fate was sealed as I 

serendipitously pulled her name out of my teacher’s bowl for our Greek mythology unit. 

Upon first glance, Helen’s cataclysmic beauty intrigued my peers and me. We wondered 

how a single person could erupt a ten-year war. Then, the assignment to create a myth 

about our character helped me discover the facets of her allure. Today, when I teach The 

Odyssey and The Iliad to my high school students, Helen continues to be more than the 

flat character her objectivity and limited literary appearances may seem her to be. She 

puzzles readers like a chimera, a hybrid of personality that is difficult to define. Homer’s 

Helen steals the spotlight in the few scenes in which she appears because, though she is 

known for being the face that launched a thousand ships, she does not seem to show her 

true face, exhibiting victimhood but also pride, submission but also rebellion. 

In The Iliad, she brims with self-worth and bravery, hotly rebuking a goddess, 

Aphrodite, for trying to make her commit adultery with Paris again: “Maddening one, my 

Goddess, oh what now? / Lusting to lure me to my ruin yet again? / [. . .] Well, go to him 

yourself--you hover beside him!” (3.460-61, 470). This rebellion against a deity is 

something mortals rarely do, yet Helen challenges the expectation of submission. In the 

Odyssey, Helen later contrasts this, appearing dutiful in front of her Spartan husband, 

Menelaus, and Odysseus’s son. Behind her guise as an obedient wife to Menelaus, Helen 

is thwarting patriarchal systems such as war and marriage for her survival, manipulating 

men’s emotions with her choices of words, with her social skills, and even with drugs in 

their wine. Her reputation as the greatest mortal beauty may set her up to be the most 
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objectified woman in Greek mythology, but her commentary and actions in Homer’s 

poems as well as her appearances in other works of ancient Greece, in the Middle Ages, 

the Modern period, and in contemporary Western art reveal her exceptional personhood. 

Her vivacious existence makes one consider, does she refuse to be objectified? Does she 

accept objectification, but only on her terms? How do Helen’s behaviors demonstrate 

how women can establish power inside a patriarchy, and to what extent?  

Helen, as well as other female characters from Greek mythology, continues to be 

studied because of their identity, femininity, and power. These topics are especially 

important to democratic societies today because they seek freedom and equality for all 

people, yet systems of power, both de jure and de facto, obstruct these values. Through 

close readings of Helen’s portrayals across time, we discover how women exhibit 

intelligence and power despite restricted social roles as well as how they exhibit them 

through these roles. Textual analysis of Helen peels back the layers of the guise she 

wears to survive in her patriarchal society, a guise determined by the male gaze and 

society’s expectations for women, and reveals that her tremendous capacities for wit and 

wiles rival the heroic men of the poems. Textual analysis of Helen reveals how cultural 

expectations affect women, and, in particular, how women can still gain authority of their 

lives and rebel against oppression. 
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Chapter 1    

Homer’s Helen – Helen and Hera: Feigning Submission and Usurping Patriarchy 

 

1. Introduction 

The military society of Homer’s Iliad can exclude female readers because of its 

emphasis upon the male experience. The male heroes are the agents of the poem—

savagely killing their adversaries, tearing and building alliances—while in contrast, the 

female characters are objects that get seized and traded as collateral. There are some 

exceptions: the goddesses have active roles in the war, and demigod Helen sometimes has 

agency, though she ultimately is the most prized object of all, the one whose decampment 

with a lover incites the war. These instances of female agency make the Iliad and the 

Odyssey richer. The poems do not blindly glorify the patriarchy but complexly portray 

women and men in society. As John Gould assents, “myth may significantly add depth to 

our sense of women’s role in society [. . .]. This is because it brings into view 

ambiguities, tensions and fears, deep-seated fears, which the norms of law and custom are 

intended to control and even suppress. [. . . Myth] points to conflict at a deeper level 

within the dominant structure” (qtd. in Blundell 16). By analyzing Homer’s works, we 

can explore the ineffectiveness and disorder of a patriarchal society. 

Two wives of great influence, Hera and Helen, particularly reveal these tensions. 

They transgress their marital expectations and, once caught, seem to submit, returning to 

their roles as dutiful, secondary spouses, reinstating the patriarchal social order. 

However, they ostensibly perform their secondary roles. The women possess unused 
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skills and insight that would benefit society, and they artfully and manipulatively add 

their commentary when they see fit, despite violating the prescribed power structure. 

These two wives show that patriarchal order is not only illusory but also ineffective, for 

society benefits from both sexes contributing their intellectual gifts. Hera and Helen’s 

subtle rebellions demonstrate there will always be trouble brewing below the surface, 

rising up when one sex controls the other. 

In ancient Greece, a wife like Hera or Helen was expected to be faithful to her 

husband (though husbands were permitted to have extramarital partners) and submit to 

her husband’s authority. Various theories explain why this type of social order prevailed. 

Because lineage, land, and belongings passed down to children, a wife’s fidelity was 

paramount. With firm rules on female sexuality—abstinence, then monogamy—a Greek 

man could be assured that his wife’s child was legitimately his. When the sexes are 

divided into separate roles in society such as public or private, dichotomies often emerge 

to define their differences. The biological child-bearers were linked to nature, connoting 

wildness, while males were linked to civilization (Blundell 18). This dichotomy fostered 

a fear and distrust of collaboration, even of sexual encounters, because society perceives 

women to be weaker and hysterical. According to Sue Blundell in Women in Ancient 

Greece, The Greeks’ “view of sex as a form of bodily combat, the belief that it involved 

the release of vital fluids or contamination with feminine weakness, and the association 

with loss of self-control, may all have helped to inspire the notion that erotic activity 

[with women] could have a debilitating effect on a man” (44). From their restrictions on 
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female sexual behavior to their superstitious beliefs about their nature, multiple cultural 

realms sowed distrust of women. 

Anxiety about female sexuality pervades Greek literature, including the Odyssey. 

Odysseus must make a fatal decision when traveling between two dangerous female 

creatures. Scylla wields six female monstrous heads and, according to ancient sources 

outside of Homer, was born to be “an evil for men” (Gantz 731). Charybdis, a cyclonic 

sea hole, sucks in men and consumes them. Beyond the sea, on land Odysseus fears 

dangerous females as well. Odysseus must cautiously approach Circe, the sorceress, who 

changes men into animals: illogical, wild creatures. Once he agrees to have sex with her 

and she agrees to never harm him, Circe becomes a pleasing and helpful companion on 

his journey. She serves as a fictional example of a woman being tamed into her societal 

role and will be further discussed in Chapter 5. If men can tame women, or at least thwart 

their feminine power with masculine power and make them submissive, patriarchal order 

can persist. Both Hera and Helen’s respective husbands use an overwhelming masculine 

power to subdue their wives, threatening them back into their socially acceptable 

secondary roles. 

Through taming women, the patriarchal order in Homer seeks to control female 

sexuality, power, and influence, and the dichotomy of the sexes encourages division and 

distrust. Agamemnon, enraged because his wife, Clytemnestra, murdered him, articulates 

from the Underworld, “the time for trusting women’s gone forever!” (Homer, Odyssey 

11.518). Even Hector, whose marriage is the Iliad’s most affectionate, chooses to side 

with Greek masculinity instead of his spouse. His wife, Andromache, speaks with good 
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sense for the safety of their family, telling Hector he could stay back from the battlefield 

to defend an important and vulnerable wall of Troy, but he chooses to fight outside the 

walls where there is greater glory (Iliad 6.490-3). Blundell unpacks this moment:  

The earlier interview between Andromache and Hector at the gates has 

suggested to some critics that one of the important functions assigned to 

female characters in the Iliad is the exertion, or attempted exertion, of a 

restraining influence over the men: the heroes’ refusal to be restrained 

then underlines their courage and nobility. (50)  

Even though the enemy in the war is the Greeks, patriarchal order pits men against 

women as well, and Hector’s masculinity is defined not just by choosing the path that can 

lead to military victory but also by rejecting what a woman wants him to do. Mihoko 

Suzuki suggests that this scene questions patriarchal power because “Achilles slays 

Hector outside the walls of Troy while Andromache weaves his garments within” 

(Metamorphoses of Helen 4). Because Hector dies after ignoring his wife’s advice, 

Homer may be suggesting the consequences and flaws in the patriarchal model; however, 

it is important to note that the scene between Hector and Andromache and the scene of 

Hector’s death are much farther apart—16 books—than Suzuki’s evidence suggests. 

Although these scenes seem to criticize patriarchal order, their relation is hidden away, 

clouded by the horrors of war that happen between, mimicking how patriarchy oppresses 

women and their influence. The root cause of Hector’s death, the masculine pressure to 

fight in the front, is often overlooked, but studying female characters such as 
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Andromache gives us glimpses into the praises as well as faults of the socially prescribed 

gender norms. 

Along with defining themselves as separate from women, Homer’s men also 

define themselves by being in control of beautiful women who have the potential to 

manipulate them. Ruby Blondell provides, masculine “identity, it seems, inextricably 

predicates the achievement(s) of manhood on the danger of the female beauty and its 

containment” (“Third Cheerleader from the Left” 5). This controlling behavior unites 

Greek men, which is why Nestor rallies the troops not behind the aspiration to destroy the 

Trojan soldiers but to enjoy seizing and raping their wives: “So now let no man hurry to 

sail for home, not yet . . . / not till he beds down with a faithful Trojan wife, / payment in 

full for the groans and shocks of war / we have all borne for Helen” (Iliad 2.420-23). His 

usage of “groans” and “shocks” is particularly chilling, because it both conveys the 

injuries of war and the violence of rape, as if the Trojan wives caused the war and will be 

punished by feeling similar pains. Nestor blames one woman, Helen, “a convenient 

scapegoat” (Blondell 5). As Agamemnon had espoused earlier, Nestor connects all 

women in shared ignominy.  

Nestor’s accusation overlooks the primary role that patriarchy serves in starting 

the war. Helen did not order these men to fight; Menelaus brought them into war. The 

other Greek leaders were compelled to fight for his honor because they had formed an 

alliance when they all were her suitors. If their societal rules regarding female sexuality 

were not so strict, they would not have all needed to fight what was largely an issue 

between two men. The soldiers even acknowledge this when they call for single combat 
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between Menelaus and Paris to end the war (Homer, Iliad 3.135). However, the male 

voices of the Iliad never overtly blame themselves for the war. As Blundell explains, the 

audience is not “invited to see the war as something that the fighting parties have brought 

upon themselves. The responsibility lies either with the gods, or with a woman” 

(“Refractions of Homer’s Helen” 49). Their own controlling behaviors of women 

intensify the conflict into an all-out war, yet patriarchy allows these men to ignore their 

own responsibility and freely transport it elsewhere, conveniently against women. Their 

male identity is defined by the subordination of women. 

It is important to remember that Homer’s poems do not historically represent the 

ancient Greeks’ treatment of women, for his poems are fictional, and there were 

differences across city and class. Athens’s and Sparta’s customs largely varied. While the 

ideal Athenian woman “would ‘see, hear and speak as little as possible,’” 

Spartan girls were given the same food rations as boys and were allowed 

to drink unwatered wine. Adolescent girls were subjected to a strict 

training regime that made them every bit as fit as their brothers and boy-

cousins. Women could be economically independent. They could ride. 

They were trained in music and poetry and recital. (Hughes 58-59) 

This describes the treatment of women in the Byzantine era (1100 BC) when Helen 

would have existed. Because Homer’s works are set in this era but were composed in 

approximately 800 BC, the poems do not accurately portray women according to either 

historical period. Multiple elements of the poems—the past setting, Homer’s era, the oral 

tradition altering the poems over the years, and transcription or translation modifications 
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once they are written down—complicate a reader’s attempt to pinpoint one historically 

accurate Greek code of expectations in the poems. To remedy this mixture of time and 

place, I will be analyzing the expectations for women’s behaviors based upon the texts’ 

treatments of women and not any one historical moment. 

Analyzing which women the texts praise and which they condemn reveals the 

textual society’s expectations. Penelope is the most praised wife because she does not 

have any other sexual partners besides her husband, she preserves his kingdom until he 

returns, and she uses cunning to stay loyal to him. When she descends from her women’s 

quarters to the realm of men, she modestly wears a veil, obeying conduct rules for 

women (Homer, Odyssey 1.383). Once she identifies her true husband upon his 

miraculous return, she completely submits to him, saying, “If it’s bed you want, / it is bed 

you’ll have, whenever the spirit moves you” (23.291-92). She rapturously listens to his 

stories of his journey, including how Calypso wanted him to be her husband (23.352). 

Though their shared wit and fortitude make them compatible partners in marriage, they 

are not equals, and she seems to dutifully accept her subordinate role.  

While Odysseus and even Agamemnon praise Penelope (24.216), they repudiate 

her cousin, Clytemnestra. She committed the ultimate crime, murdering her powerful 

husband. Even though she has reason to do so within sources outside of Homer’s works 

(such as Agamemnon’s having sacrificed their daughter to have a successful war and 

bringing back a princess concubine), no characters pity or understand her perspective; 

they regard her only with hatred. It is quite surprising that Helen is not equally 

remonstrated, which H.D.’s poem, Helen in Egypt, highlights: “why should Helen be 
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given / peace through eternity, / and Clytemnaestra doomed, / and slain by her son, 

Orestes?” (72). Clytemnestra may have killed her husband, but he is just one man; 

Helen’s transgression ignited a war that killed thousands of men. Even so, Helen 

rehabilitates to her husband’s dominion after her transgression, something impossible for 

Clytemnestra. Because Helen gives the impression of being tamed while Clytemnestra 

refuses such debasement, Helen achieves her disobedience with impunity, returning to 

patriarchal society relatively unscathed. 

 

2. Helen 

 In her first appearance in the Iliad, Helen demonstrates that patriarchal society’s 

repressions of women cause immense trouble. Within the walls of Troy, she longs for 

home, disillusioned with her disobedience (Iliad 3.169). Though it may seem to be a 

quick change of heart, the Iliad begins nine years into the war, a considerable amount of 

time. She tells King Priam that she regrets leaving home:  

[. . .] if only death had pleased me then, grim death, 

that day I followed your son to Troy, forsaking 

my marriage bed, my kinsmen and my child, 

my favorite, now full-grown, 

and the lovely comradeship of women my own age. (3.209-13) 

She wants to go back to her rightful husband, Menelaus, not because she misses him but 

because she misses her life back in Sparta. In order to reclaim his roaming, disobedient 

wife, to tame her wild ways, Menelaus has performed a tremendous feat of masculinity: 
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delivered an immense, intimidating military to her new doorstep (3.223). Speaking to 

Aphrodite and then to Paris himself, Helen declares that Menelaus is better than Paris 

because of his battle prowess and physical strength, attributes that give him great power 

in their patriarchal society: “Oh would to god you’d died there, brought down / by that 

great soldier, my husband long ago” (3.500-01). Helen seems so loyal to Greek 

patriarchal society that she even polices it, shaming Paris for displaying cowardice in 

war. Why doesn’t Helen, then, leave the walls of Troy and return to the Greeks? She 

simply does not have the autonomy to do so. Aphrodite bullies her to stay with Paris. 

After Helen makes a feisty effort to regain the authority of her life from Aphrodite, 

telling the goddess to bed with Paris if she loves him so much, Aphrodite flares:  

“Don’t provoke me—wretched, headstrong girl! 

Or in my immortal rage I may just toss you over, 

Hate you as I adore you now—with a vengeance. 

I might make you the butt of hard, withering hate 

From both sides at once, Trojans and Achaeans— 

Then your fate can tread you down to dust!” (3.480-85) 

In order to avoid being hated, which Helen knows would strip her of every advantage and 

good fortune in her life, she stays within Troy’s walls and does Aphrodite’s bidding, 

pleasing Paris. Helen knows that without her allure, or kharis (Hughes 56), she would be 

less valuable in her society and have a much lower quality of life. Her society’s stringent 

rules regarding women make her allure essential to her wellbeing, ironically playing a 

role in why she cannot return to Menelaus by herself. 
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Once the war ends and Menelaus returns home with Helen, she seems tamed, 

adapting to her wifely role in Sparta. Suzuki observes, once “she has been won back by 

Menelaus, she seems consigned to live in the shadow of that one traumatic act and to pass 

her time in gratuitous acts” (Metamorphoses of Helen 87). When Odysseus’s son, 

Telemachus, and Nestor’s son, Pisistratus, visit the peaceful couple in Sparta, Helen and 

Menelaus are seated next to each other and affectionately communicate. Menelaus 

soothes Helen with “[m]y dear, my dear” (Homer, Odyssey 4.163). Helen appears 

penitent, regretting her adulterous actions that spawned the war: “[. . .] all you Achaeans / 

fought at Troy, launching your headlong battles / just for my sake, shameless whore that I 

was” (4.160-62). She compliments Menelaus as her rightful husband, being “a man who 

lacked for neither brains nor beauty” (4.296). Like Penelope wearing a veil, Helen is 

following the appropriate conduct rules for women because she is weaving (4.149). When 

it is time for bed, “Menelaus retired to chambers deep in his lofty house / with Helen the 

pearl of women loosely gowned beside him” (4.342). Patriarchal order, it seems, has been 

reestablished. 

Helen performs the actions of a dutiful wife and queen, but they might be just 

that: a performance. By applying Judith Butler’s theory of gender performance, Helen 

may be using a “constructed identity” appropriate to “the mundane social audience” 

(520). Her “stylized repetition of acts” including “bodily gestures, movements, and 

enactments of various kinds constitute the illusion of an abiding gendered self” (519). 

Helen may be behaving to the socially expected ideal, but not because she believes the 

social prescription is right or best. When Aphrodite bullies Helen in the Iliad, the goddess 
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motivates her to go back to Paris when she threatens to make all Greeks and Trojans hate 

her; Helen knows that, for her own survival, she must play along. Blondell observes that 

she may be expressing regret and shame for her part in the war to “serve her interests by 

situating her as a ‘good’ woman who has learned her lesson.” By doing so, she relieves 

herself of suspicion, allowing “a space in which to assert her own subjectivity and 

reclaim the agency denied to her by men” (“Refractions of Homer’s Helen” 7). Helen’s 

gender performance keeps her safe in the male dominated society.  

 Sometimes, Helen breaks the character by transgressing societal conventions to 

give herself more power or agency. These subtle transgressions uncover repressed 

problems in the Spartan post-Trojan War paradise. In “Unhappily Ever After?” A. Doyle 

identifies “undercurrents of deep misery, loss and bitterness surfacing at various awkward 

moments and in dissonant narratives” (2). Helen tells a story of herself as a loyal Greek, 

trading information with Odysseus when he infiltrated Troy as a spy (Homer, Odyssey 

4.290), but Menelaus follows her story with one where she is disloyal, trying to make the 

Greek men inside the Trojan horse cry aloud and give away their secret ambush (4.324). 

The differences between their stories could mean that there is tension in their 

relationship, that Menelaus has not completely forgiven Helen for Troy. Even the 

frequency with which Helen states that she wishes the Trojan War did not happen, often 

painting herself as a victim of Aphrodite, are her attempts to alter her identity as a raped 

or disloyal wife to an honorable woman (Boehler). Her performances may be helping 

relieve their tension, for even while Menelaus tells his story of her betrayal, he is not 

angry, but polite and excusing: 
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There was a tale, lady. So well told. 

Now then, I have studied, in my time, 

the plans and minds of great ones by the score. 

[. . .] What a piece of work the hero dared and carried off 

  in the wooden horse where all our best encamped, 

  [. . .] when along you came, Helen—roused, no doubt, 

  By a dark power bent on giving Troy some glory, 

  and dashing Prince Deiphobus squired your every step. 

  Three times you sauntered round our hollow ambush, 

  feeling, stroking its flanks, 

  challenging all our fighters, calling each by name— 

  yours was the voice of our long-lost wives! 

  And Diomedes and I, crouched tight in the midst 

  with great Odysseus, hearing you singing out, 

  were both keen to spring up and sally forth 

  or give you a sudden answer from inside, 

  but Odysseus damped our ardor, reined us back. 

  [. . .] yes, he saved us all, 

  holding on grim-set till Pallas Athena 

  lured you off at last. (4.298-324) 

His story certainly captures her seductive power through her “stroking” and cooing, and, 

instead of with anger, he responds in wonder, attributing her betrayal to the gods rather 
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than her own volition. E. Minchin further points out Menelaus’s admiring tone: “First of 

all, he congratulates Helen on her story (266); and second he has chosen an everyday 

conversational strategy that generally indicates supportiveness” (qtd. in Doyle 13). To 

add to Minchin’s analysis, Menelaus does mention the presence of her third husband, 

Deiphobus, which could be a point of jealousy, but he excuses Helen’s actions because 

she was “roused, no doubt, / by a dark power bent on giving Troy some glory” (Homer, 

Odyssey 4.307-08). In ancient Greece, attributing impulses to gods was common and not 

technically an excuse for behavior. It was the figure of speech people used to describe a 

sudden change of thought because, at least in an earlier era, they believed that 

recognition, insight, memory, and brilliant or perverse ideas came from the gods (Dodds 

11). They believed nonrational behaviors were “alien” in origin, and not from the self 

(17). Menelaus could use this figure of speech and hold Helen responsible for her actions, 

but his manner of speaking suggests he is not upset about it. Their audience, too, does not 

react as if the two spouses are fighting; with no awkwardness, they remark on how 

impressive Odysseus is, a theme of both tales. Because the surface of the marriage 

appears calm, Helen’s performance as an honorable wife may be effective. 

The story of betrayal might also not rouse Menelaus’s fury because Helen 

drugged the wine. Before the storytelling, the men grieve over the losses of the Trojan 

War, so Helen slips a calming drug into their drinks: 

[She] slipped a drug, heart’s ease, dissolving anger, 

Magic to make us all forget our pains . . . . 

No one who drank it deeply, mulled in wine, 
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Could let a tear roll down his cheeks that day, 

Not even if his mother should die, his father should die, 

Not even if right before his eyes some enemy brought down 

A brother or darling son with a sharp bronze blade. (Homer, Odyssey 

4.245-51) 

On one hand, Helen is a good hostess, seeing to the needs of her guests and helping lift 

their spirits. Another good host in the Odyssey, King Alcinous, uses a bard’s storytelling 

to alter the mood of the party (8.413), and Hera serves wine to all the gods in Olympus to 

restore merriment after Zeus’s heated behavior (Iliad 1.717-23). Though some draw a 

parallel between Helen’s use of drugs and Circe’s magic herbs to label her a deceptive 

sorceress (Doyle 7), it is possible that the original audience might not have found this 

behavior inappropriate. Prominent Spartan women in the Byzantine era would have been 

priestesses in charge of producing and dispensing important herbs and medicines 

(Hughes 102-04). On the other hand, Helen knows that talking about Troy can bring 

blame to herself, so to protect her image, she manipulates their feelings. The sheer 

strength of the drug, to make no one feel grief even when it is most appropriate, seems 

dangerous and deceptive. Doyle posits that how smoothly she dispenses the drug may 

reveal a routine (13). Suzuki agrees: “In light of Menelaus’ perpetual melancholy, she 

must have had to administer many a dose of this drug to her husband in order to efface 

his nightmarish memories of her infidelity and the ensuing war” (Metamorphoses of 

Helen 66). As H.D.’s Helen quips in Helen in Egypt: “if a woman fights, / she must fight 

by stealth / with invisible gear; / no sword, no dagger, no spear” (101). Helen thwarts the 
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patriarchal expectations of her secondary status; she is now in control of the situation 

without her husband or her guests realizing it. In fact, with those calming drugs, Helen 

reverses the paradigm and tames her husband. 

In other episodes, Helen pushes the boundaries of her expected feminine role, 

coupling her wise advice with a humble compliment to Menelaus to soften its reception; 

these qualifications help her challenge male authority without detection. She does this 

when, possibly because of her divine parentage, she is the first to recognize their guest is 

Odysseus’s son, Telemachus (Homer, Odyssey 4.153-62). Later, reprising her high 

priestess-like role, she interprets an omen from the gods more effectively than her 

husband: 

The warlord [Menelaus] fell to thinking— 

how to read the omen rightly, how to reply? . . .  

But long-robed Helen stepped in well before him: 

“Listen to me and I will be your prophet, 

Sure as the gods have flashed it in my mind 

And it will come to pass, I know it will.” (15.188-93) 

Though Helen’s intuitions do not completely overstep the bounds of patriarchy as she did 

when she went to Troy, she is challenging her husband’s authority and intelligence. The 

glimpses of her wisdom and skills in the Odyssey make readers wonder how much of her 

talents are wasted in a patriarchy, where only males have conventional power, in the 

mortal sense. Appearing tamed, she understands the society and manipulates its ideals to 
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give herself a comfortable life, presenting significant challenges to its notions about men, 

women, and governance. 

 Emily Wilson’s translation of The Odyssey attributes even more autonomy to 

Helen than Fagles’s. Wilson is more cognizant of the female characters’ lack of control in 

their lives, such as the slave women in Odysseus’s household, and does not easily cast 

blame upon them. Contrasting when Fagles’s Telemachus calls them “sluts” and 

“whores” (22.490), Wilson’s Telemachus says, “they poured down shame on me / and 

Mother, when they lay beside the suitors” (22.462-63). While Fagles’s Odysseus says of 

them, “blot out of their minds the joys they relished / under the suitors’ bodies, rutting on 

the sly!” (22.469-70), Wilson’s Odysseus acknowledges the role rape or intimidation may 

have played: “They will forget the things / the suitors made them do with them in secret, / 

through Aphrodite” (22.444-46). 

In a similar vein, Helen does not receive as much blame for the Trojan War. 

Rather than blaming herself for the Trojan War in Fagles’s translation, “all you Achaeans 

/ fought at Troy, launching your headlong battles / just for my sake, shameless whore that 

I was” (4.160-62), Wilson’s Helen simply says, “the Greeks marched off to Troy, their 

minds / fixated on the war and violence. / They made my face the cause that hounded 

them” (4.146-48). When seeing these stark differences, one might assume Wilson took 

liberties in her translation, and her choices are original by both meanings of the word: 

firsthand and fresh. According to Northwestern University’s Chicago Homer website, the 

closest linear translation is “when you Achaeans, for the sake of dog-eyed me, / came 

under Troy, pondering brash war." The Greek word for “dog-eyed” is translated 
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sometimes as brazen and sometimes as slut, and the Greek word for “brash” is translated 

to mean bold or daring. These synonyms, the former having a negative connotation and 

the latter having a positive connotation, are both removed from Wilson’s translation, 

allowing the reader to analyze the situation without the judgment already administered by 

the narrator or character. She plays upon the original, making a pun with “dog-eyed” and 

“hounding.” Wilson’s translation helps the reader evaluate the situation outside of the 

patriarchal constraints, viewing Helen outside of the usual lens of objectification and 

shame. 

 

3. Hera 

Hera also challenges patriarchal notions. Her marriage with Zeus is more overtly 

fraught than the Spartan king and queen’s. Zeus and Hera argue in front of all the gods 

when she questions her husband’s almighty decisions. In fact, the first time readers see 

Hera in the Iliad, she seems to be an annoying, jealous wife fulfilling a wife archetype 

(Blundell 33). However, there are many reasons for her jealousy: she is the sister of Zeus, 

rivaling him in authority, and he has many affairs with mortal women throughout 

mythology. She is a flat character when she is a nagging wife, but at other times, she 

possesses remnants of her earlier, more powerful form worshipped by cults. Hera is not 

petty when she jeers Zeus for granting Thetis’s request without first consulting her. Zeus, 

in satisfying the lovely goddess’s plea, may have dealt a huge loss to the Greek army 

whom Hera loves: “I suspect you bowed your head in assent to her— / you granted once 

and for all to exalt Achilles now / and slaughter hordes of Achaeans pinned against their 
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ships” (Homer, Iliad 1.670-72). Without consulting his queen first, the king of the gods 

makes a decision with colossal ramifications that, given his defensive and explosive 

response in return, he must not have considered:  

If what you say is true, that must be my pleasure. 

Now go sit down. Be quiet now. Obey my orders, 

for fear the gods, however many Olympus holds, 

are powerless to protect you when I come 

to throttle you with my irresistible hands. (1.679-83) 

With a warning of perverse masculinity—spousal abuse—and a reminder of how women 

are expected to behave—“Be quiet” and “Obey”—Zeus controls Hera, and the 

eavesdropping Olympians, out of fear rather than good sense. Because she had better 

judgment in that moment than him, he squelches her. Zeus’s threats tame Hera back into 

submission, and the episode reveals how dangerous patriarchies can be; in this situation, 

many lives will be lost for the Greeks because of his flippant, authoritarian decision, his 

inflexibility to work with a woman or consider her ideas. He will listen to a female, 

Thetis, when she is prostrate, suggesting a sexual favor, but he will not listen to a female, 

Hera, as an equal in leadership. 

Fortunately, Hera does not stay submissive for long. Just three books later, in 

another squabble over the Trojan War, she reminds Zeus of her power, qualifying to 

soften her blows: 

What if I did protest, forbid you to raze their walls? 

What good would protest do? You are far stronger than I. 
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Still, you must not make my labor come to nothing. 

I am a god too. My descent the same as yours— 

crooked-minded Cronus fathered me as well, 

the first of all his daughters, first both ways: 

both by birth and since I am called your consort 

And you in turn rule all the immortal gods. (4.65-72) 

Since Hera’s compliments appeal to Zeus’s need to feel superior, Zeus’s anger subsides, 

leading to their compromise; he even agrees with her suggested course of action. In this 

moment, Hera demonstrates that women can be positive collaborators in a patriarchal 

society, but they may have to kowtow to get the opportunity. 

Perhaps having learned from Thetis that women can use sex to influence male 

decisions, Hera, in her most successful and disobedient moment, seduces Zeus. Like 

Helen’s use of the calming drugs, Hera manipulates Zeus to turn the tables and tame him. 

Once again, her behavior is not only for self-gain; the ploy will benefit her beloved 

Greeks in the war. Though he at first accuses her of having a “wild desire,” Zeus does not 

suspect any treachery; immediately he burns for her and proposes they make love (Iliad 

14.360). Equipped with Aphrodite’s charming token, “the breastband, / pierced and 

alluring, with every kind of enchantment / woven through it” and the aids of Sleep, 

Longing, and Attraction, Hera seduces Zeus (14.257-59). Shielded by a cloud of his own 

making, Zeus cannot intervene in the war and the actions of her colleague, Poseidon, 

while they make love. To hide her true intentions, Hera feigns an errand to travel “to the 

ends of the fruitful, teeming earth” and quit the anger between the Ocean and Mother 
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Tethys (14.363-64). This natural imagery of her seduction of Zeus recalls her previous 

form: 

[The] Hera of the Seduction of Zeus is not simply a comic inversion of a 

reality in which males tame females. Hera, Night, and Sleep come from 

the old divine order in which nature gods tamed all else. [. . .] Though the 

Iliad depicts a Hera subordinated to Zeus, its imagery and diction reveal a 

pre-Olympian spouse tamer. (O’Brien 188) 

Blundell agrees that this scene echoes Hera’s earlier glory, before the patriarchal notions 

of Homer’s times watered down her image to a wife caricature: 

This description may preserve a memory of an earlier concept of Hera as 

an earth goddess, whose sacred marriage to the sky deity causes vegetation 

to spring forth. [. . . In] Homer’s Iliad Hera is much more than a 

personification of the earth: she is a strong and vigorous personality, and it 

is to marriage on the human rather than the cosmic level that she 

principally relates. (34) 

In the seduction of Zeus, Hera reverses the paradigm and tames her husband, at least for 

the time being, in order to achieve her goals in the war. 

Unlike Helen, Hera does not achieve her scheme with impunity. Zeus realizes 

he’s been manipulated and counters with the cruelest threat of physical violence yet: 

“I wouldn’t be surprised, my Queen, if you were the first 

to reap the pernicious whirlwind you have sown— 

I’ll whip you stroke on stroke. 
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Don’t you recall the time I strung you in mid-air 

And slung those two massive anvils down from your feet 

And lashed both hands with a golden chain you could not break?” (15.23-

28) 

In response to the threat, Hera becomes meek and submissive. Scholars such as Blundell 

have pointed to this loss as Hera’s forfeit: “When Zeus discovers that his encounter with 

his wife was part of an elaborate plot, he threatens her [. . .]. For all Hera’s forcefulness, 

the pattern of male domination is clearly reaffirmed in these glimpses into the domestic 

life of the Olympians” (34). While Hera seems to be surrendering, a second interpretation 

could be that she is feigning being tamed. When she submits to Zeus, she denies 

involvement in the scheme and affirms her loyalty to him (Homer, Iliad 15.47-59). Her 

lies convince him to not harm her, and she survives, able to thwart him at the next 

opportunity of tyranny. 

 In the remainder of the poem, Hera challenges her secondary status by offering 

good consult to Zeus and wise leadership to the gods. Blundell argues that Hera does not 

exceed her expectations, that her behaviors still fit within the constraints of the 

patriarchy: 

[Within] the political institutions on Mount Olympus she exercises 

considerable authority: her appearance in the assembly of the gods 

produces instant and respectful attention, and her policy decisions are 

readily accepted by other deities (Iliad 15.84-148). But here again, the 

power accorded to a woman has to be viewed within a framework of 
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overall male control. Hera’s authority is shown to derive ultimately from 

that of her husband: in the words of Aphrodite, honour must be accorded 

to the goddess who lies “in the arms of Zeus, since he is our greatest” 

[Iliad 14.213; see also 18.366]. (34) 

Though Blundell is correct that Hera derives her conventional power from being queen of 

the gods, Hera’s unconventional power from her clear insight and convincing rhetoric is 

hers alone. With these skills, Hera does not stay tamed by Zeus but openly voices 

concern when she perceives injustice. Hera reminds and convinces Zeus that he should 

not save his mortal son from his fated death: 

Do as you please, Zeus . . . 

but none of the deathless gods will ever praise you. 

And I tell you this—take it to heart, I urge you— 

if you send Sarpedon home, living still, beware! 

Then surely some other god will want to sweep 

his own son clear of the heavy fighting too. 

[. . .] dear as he is to you, and your heart grieves for him, 

leave Sarpedon there to die in the brutal onslaught. (Homer, Iliad 16.526-

31, 535-36) 

By mentioning how he could lose the esteem of the gods, she appeals to Zeus’s need for 

honor and sense of superiority, and she also uses empathy and logic. She speaks with 

confidence in her wisdom. Like Helen, Hera demonstrates strong leadership skills that are 

not exercised to their full potential in a patriarchy. Her role in the text is not merely as an 
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annoying female agitator to patriarchy; she employs effective reasoning to challenge 

society’s notions about men, women, and governance. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 Though Hera and Helen both give convincing performances as submissive wives, 

they do not resort to passivity. When there is injustice, a need for defense, or an 

opportunity for advancement, both women manipulate their husbands through their 

socially prescribed roles as lover, hostess, or queen. Once Zeus discovers that Hera has 

tricked him with seduction and once Menelaus wins Helen back through the Trojan War, 

the women survive through their impressions of being tamed. At times, they exhibit 

social skills and insights that exceed the talents of their spouses, demonstrating the loss 

inherent in patriarchy’s exclusion of public female leadership. Analysis of Helen and 

Hera peels back the layers of the guises women wear to survive in patriarchal society, 

guises determined by male gaze and society’s expectations for women, revealing their 

tremendous capacities for wit and wiles that rival the heroic men of the poems. 
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Chapter 2  

Helen Near the Common Era – The Scars Helen Left 

 

1. Introduction 

As Homer’s Dark Ages of Greek regression and defense passed into a period of 

peaceful stability and cultural flourishing, the hatred of Helen that some Homeric 

characters held generally subsided in the creative works nearing the beginning of the 

Common Era. The Trojan War, and its reminder that beauty can be pernicious if it is 

sought without regard for security, was no longer immediate. Sappho, a Greek poet born 

around 630 BC, and Virgil, a Roman poet composing The Aeneid around 29 BC, read 

Homer and demonstrated this distance in their portrayals of Helen. She is a symbol or a 

memory in their works, not a character with voice and presence as in Homer’s poems. 

Suzuki describes her portrayals: “From the Odyssey on, Helen is [. . .] present in the texts 

[. . .], but as a myth—either an emblem of doubleness or of duplicity on the one hand, or 

a trivial cardboard figure on the other—to be scapegoated and repudiated” 

(Metamorphoses of Helen 17). She is often scapegoated and repudiated because, though 

she is less present physically, the old scars she and the Trojan War left have not 

completely healed or been forgotten. However, not every text or character reprimands 

her. Sappho’s and Virgil’s Helens are complicated memories, reminders of past strife, 

partially redeemed villains, as Greece and Rome cautiously march into a more prosperous 

future. 
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2.   Sappho 

Five generations after Homer, Sappho of Lesbos composed poetry that was 

popularly received (Powell 43). Although many of her works were lost over time, 

archaeologists continue to recover poems and fragments. Sappho’s poetic meditations are 

influenced by the Greek period of peace in which she lived and by her identities as 

female and a lover of women (the contemporary term, “lesbian,” for women who engage 

in sexual relations with other women, was derived from her home of Lesbos). Her unique 

perspectives may influence her reverent portrayals of Helen. 

Sappho’s most interesting reference to Helen is in “Fragment 16.” The speaker of 

the poem empathizes with Helen, comparing Helen to herself and her love interest, 

Anactoria. Usually, poets objectify Helen’s stunning beauty and role initiating the Trojan 

War. Following this tradition, Sappho remarks about Helen’s beauty, calling her “she 

who surpassed all human / kind in beauty,” but then she explores how Helen must have 

felt (6). She does not explicitly mention the Trojan War. Breaking from tradition, “[she] 

ostentatiously avoids presenting Helen as a (destructive) object of male desire, instead 

allowing her to retain both her beauty and her agency” (Blondell, “Refractions of 

Homer’s Helen” 383). Instead of the object of desire, the speaker makes Helen an agent 

of romantic love (378). Helen’s feelings mesmerize her and exemplify the power of 

desire:  

Helen, abandoning her 

husband—that best of 

men—went sailing off to the shores of Troy and 
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never spent a thought on her child or loving 

parents: when the goddess seduced her wits and 

left her to wander, 

she forgot them all, she could not remember anything but longing, and lightly 

straying 

aside, lost her way. (6) 

Because Helen “abandon[s]” her husband, child, and parents in pursuit of romantic love, 

readers have been transfixed by her coldness and consider Sappho a sharp critic of Helen 

of Troy. Ruby Blondell notes that, while “the poem passes no explicit judgment on 

Helen’s behavior. [. . .] Sappho’s emphasis is on the quality of the man she left, and on 

the larger familial community, natal as well as marital. From a female perspective, both 

these factors exacerbate her transgression” (“Refractions of Homer’s Helen” 383-84). 

While Sappho’s remark about Helen’s abandonment of her child is seemingly more 

worrisome to a fellow female, I disagree with Blondell that Sappho is critical of Helen. 

The soft words at this excerpt’s close sound forgiving of or gentle with Helen: “forgot,” 

“longing,” “lightly straying,” and “lost.” The speaker sympathizes with her; although 

Helen’s beauty may have seemed divine, Helen was humanly susceptible to romantic 

love. The poem speaks more about the power of romantic attraction than the disloyalty of 

Helen. As in Homer’s Odyssey, Helen’s transgressions are not attributed exclusively to 

her own volition but also to “the goddess [seducing] her wits” (6). If the speaker passes 

judgment, it is complicated and subtle, intertwined with personal humility. 
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Along with passing no clear judgment upon her transgression, the speaker also 

empathizes with Helen’s romantic feelings, adulating her paragon of beauty, Anactoria, 

throughout the poem. After describing how Helen forgot every loyalty she once had when 

she was in love, the speaker’s thoughts are similarly consumed as she thinks about her 

lover: 

But that reminds me 

now: Anactoria, 

she’s not here, and I’d rather see her lovely 

step, her sparkling glance, and her face than gaze on 

all the troops in Lydia in their chariots and 

glittering armor. (6-7) 

Page duBois notes that the speaker of the poem praises Helen, believing she would also 

make Helen’s choice: “Sappho does not judge Helen, and she does not make the epic 

heroine the victim of madness. Helen is one who acted, pursuing the thing she loved, and 

for that action Sappho celebrates her” (87). Though I agree with duBois that the speaker 

celebrates and does not vilify Helen, she does not make her “one who acted” but rather 

one who was swept away by desire to join her lover. In this way, Sappho’s Helen is a 

border dweller, not fully in control of her actions, but also not forced to leave against her 

will. The speaker asserts she would also be pulled toward romantic love over the security 

of her nation, so she has sympathy for Helen, longing to do the same as she. She 

celebrates her because an empowered woman can be swept away by her own desire rather 

than serving others’ desires. 
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Though the speaker longs for Anactoria, she cannot follow Helen’s example and 

leave with her, for Anactoria has already abandoned the speaker. The speaker, then, is 

less like Helen and more like Menelaus, abandoned by the most beautiful woman. In 

“Shifting Helen,” Ilja Leonard Pfeijffer asserts that the military images in the beginning 

and ending of the poem refer to what Menelaus did to get Helen back, and the speaker, 

being female, does not have that opportunity (6). In the allusions to Helen, the poem 

criticizes the lack of power and influence all women have in their lives. While this would 

be a worthy opinion for Sappho to voice in her poem, the speaker does not find the 

military beautiful; therefore, she likely does not long for military action as Menelaus had. 

The poem begins and ends with imagery of war that some consider beautiful, or, as the 

speaker defines beauty, “whatever you love best”: “thronging cavalry,” “a fleet,” “troops 

in Lydia in their chariots,” and “glittering armor” (6-7). The speaker begins the poem 

rejecting the claim that the military is beautiful. In this way, Blondell asserts that the 

speaker “does not on that account validate the use of [Helen’s] violation as a justification 

for the ‘masculine’ pursuit of military glory” (“Refractions of Homer’s Helen” 384). By 

never actually stating that Helen caused the Trojan War, and then by dismissing the 

military imagery as beautiful, the speaker invalidates starting a war over a sexual 

transgression. Rather than craving a military to retrieve a lover, the speaker more likely 

disagrees with the masculine rationale offered in Homer to justify the Trojan War.  

Helen, a symbol of romantic beauty, subliminally lies in this uneven juxtaposition 

of war and romantic love in “Fragment 16.” The poem’s war objects are not soldiers and 

vehicles in action, but stationary ones, ready to spring to action should defense be 
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necessary. By giving these details the emphatic position of the beginning and ending, she 

highlights that her society finds being well prepared for war the most important or 

beautiful sight, bringing the most happiness, but the speaker of the poem considers how 

this security is not more alluring than a lover’s presence. If we join other scholars in 

assuming that Sappho is our speaker and that she never experienced war on her home 

soil, then five generations may be distant enough from war to swing the cultural 

pendulum back in of building alliances, earning Helen some sympathy, rather than 

prioritizing isolated defense.  

A poem later in the collection, “Fragment 22,” builds upon the longing to be lost 

in love that was present in “Fragment 16.” The speaker of “Fragment 22” reveres Helen 

as a goddess: “comparing you with blonde Helen’s / nothing unseemly, / if that is 

permitted to mortal women” (8). Like Arachne or Psyche learning to tread softly when 

being compared to the gods, the poet uses writing to utter the blasphemous compliment 

silently and with impunity. When the speaker describes being “face to face” with her 

lover, whose physical description she omits, the speaker is likely comparing her muse’s 

intoxicating allure that Homer had emphasized, not objective beauty, to Helen’s. The 

partial lines that follow, “Know this in your heart, / [ ] would free me from all my worries 

/ [ ] dewy banks / [ ] all night long,” also connote longing and love rather than shallow 

beauty (8). Though this poem objectifies Helen’s “blonde” beauty in the beginning, the 

later allusions to her as a symbol of perfect longing for one’s romantic love are not 

superficial, again breaking the usual tropes male writers employ regarding Helen. 
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These poems would have been shared with an audience of only women during a 

cultural event similar to a symposium that excluded men, and so these poems’ feminist 

arguments and regard for Helen likely echoed with the audience (Blondell, “Refractions 

of Homer’s Helen” 377). This support that Sappho had from fellow women, along with 

her progressive society, gives readers today an unusual glimpse into the thoughts of some 

women’s viewpoints at this time: 

The transitional nature of Sappho's society, the possible lack of definition 

for her class, for women, freed her from the rigidity of traditional 

marriage, or from the identity which arose from that fixed role. They 

permitted her to make poetry like the Anaktoria poem, [. . .] and they 

enabled her to see Helen as an autonomous subject, the hero of her own 

life. (duBois 88) 

While Homer’s male and female characters and, as we will see in the next part, almost all 

of Virgil’s characters, slut-shame and blame Helen for the Trojan War, Sappho’s 

exculpating and reverent speakers reveal that not everyone regarded her with disdain. 

Blaming her for the war was more likely a defense mechanism by the patriarchal 

establishment to redirect responsibility to a convenient scapegoat, a ploy some people, 

like Sappho and her readers, could see through. 

 

3.   Virgil 

Perhaps because the Aeneid centers on the escaped Trojans and is set right after 

the war ends, Virgil’s characters depict Helen more closely and with more scrutiny and 
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vitriol than Sappho. When Aeneas, the sole survivor of the Trojan army, glimpses Helen 

hiding in the palace while the city burns down, his blood boils: 

then I saw her, clinging to Vesta’s threshold, 

hiding in silence, tucked away—Helen of Argos. 

Glare of the fires lit my view as I looked down, 

scanning the city left and right, and there she was . . . 

terrified of the Trojans’ hate, now Troy was overpowered, 

terrified of the Greeks’ revenge, her deserted husband’s rage— 

that universal Fury, a curse to Troy and her native land 

and here she lurked, skulking, a thing of loathing 

cowering at the altar: Helen. Out it flared, 

the fire inside my soul, my rage ablaze to avenge 

our fallen country—pay Helen back, crime for crime. (2.704-14) 

Some translators, such as Fairclough and Goold, exclude this anecdote because Helen’s 

depravity and contrition contradict the flair and viciousness Deiphobus attributes to her 

while Troy fell. They note that the passage is possibly apocryphal and not intended by 

Virgil to be in the story, added by scribes later (Knox 12). However, as Knox points out, 

the passage is consistent with Virgil’s style, and, as my analysis of Homer in Chapter 1 

revealed, Helen has a complicated nature and many facades. Just as Homer’s Helen and 

Menelaus offered polarizing sketches of Helen (one that supports the Greeks and one that 

supports the Trojans), Virgil’s Aeneas and Deiphobus depict a similar dichotomy. The 

parallelism of these inconsistencies legitimizes the anecdote. 
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A reason for Helen’s contradicting allegiances could be self-preservation; if she 

favors the side currently in power, she will be safe. However, while Troy falls, it seems 

Helen’s greatest fear of being hated by both sides, the one with which Aphrodite 

threatened her in the Iliad, has come true (3.483-85). Aeneas mercilessly glares down at 

her in despair: “that universal Fury, a curse to Troy and her native land / and here she 

lurked, skulking, a thing of loathing / cowering at the altar: Helen” (2.711-12). Though 

his connotation is harsh and monstrous, if readers look beyond Aeneas’s fiery 

perspective, they can see Helen as a pitiful person begging for mercy. Aeneas describes 

her as the “universal Fury” who has brought loss to both the Greeks and the Trojans, but 

a second, feminist reading is possible; because “that universal Fury” directly follows a 

dash, that universal Fury could also be patriarchal oppression, universal to women, 

universal no matter Greek or Trojan.  

Perhaps that second interpretation of the periphrasis is Helen’s perspective, and to 

save her from the fires brought on by hypermasculinity, war, Helen has chosen Vesta, the 

virginal goddess who is ironically more often depicted as the fire of the hearth than in her 

physical form. Seeking a religious sanctuary does not squelch Aeneas’s rage. His city, 

literally engulfed in flames, has set fire in his soul. His rage has flared his socially taught 

response: there is glory in destroying a disloyal woman. Some scholars such as Richard 

Heinze question this passage’s legitimacy, for why would Virgil allow “his pious hero to 

conceive the thought of killing a defenseless woman, especially if she has sought refuge 

at the altar?” (paraphrased in Fairclough 224). The answer is to effectively portray how 

deeply revenge culture overtakes people, even ones as virtuous as Aeneas. Like Homer’s 
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Nestor motivating the Greek troops to fight against the Trojans and rape their wives to 

pay back Helen (see Chapter 1), Aeneas wants to “pay Helen back, crime for crime” 

(2.714). Aeneas may have been H.D.’s inspiration for the character of Achilles in her 

poem, Helen of Egypt, which will be explored in Chapter 4. They both take no regard of 

her beauty, for there is no time for beauty in war. Helen symbolizes beauty to both 

Aeneas and Venus; she is objectified, standing next to the statue of Vesta, a statue 

herself. To Venus, she is “that beauty,” the most beautiful woman in the world, the pawn 

with which she rewards Paris for his patronage (2.744); while Aeneas dehumanizes Helen 

to “a thing of loathing,” for her beauty emasculated and destroyed his city (2.711). 

When Venus intercedes to stop Aeneas from killing Helen, there are multiple 

resemblances to the Odyssey. Fairclough identifies the scene’s similarity to Athena 

intervening upon Odysseus’s machinations to kill his traitorous female slaves: “Here, as 

in Vergil, the hero meditates the slaying of women, but does not carry the thought into 

action. Here too the hero soliloquizes, and here too a deus ex machina appears on the 

scene. In Homer, Athene reminds Odysseus of his home, his wife and child” (226). This 

is not the only parallel to the Odyssey. Just as Athena had to stop Odysseus from fighting 

a civil war at the closing of the Odyssey, his post-traumatic stress disorder being so 

severe that he cannot avoid his soldier response, Aeneas’s drive to avenge Troy by killing 

Helen is so compelling that only a goddess can stop him. Aeneas’s mother, Venus, halts 

Aeneas from perpetuating a revenge cycle through all three rhetorical appeals: ethos, 

pathos, and logos. To assuage his rage, she first confronts him with other emotions, 

reminders of his love for her and for his family, which are hopefully more powerful than 
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his loyalty to masculine expectations. She appears to him as his “loving mother [. . .] her 

pure radiance shining down upon [him] through the night” (2.729, 731) and asks him,  

My son, what grief could incite such blazing anger?  

Why such fury? And the love you bore me once, 

where has it all gone? Why don’t you look first 

where you left your father, Anchises, spent with age? 

Do your wife, Creusa, and son Ascanius still survive? (2.735-39) 

Once she has altered his emotions, she logically appeals to him: 

Think: it’s not that beauty, Helen, you should hate, 

not even Paris, the man that you should blame, no, 

it’s the gods, the ruthless gods who are tearing down 

the wealth of Troy, her toppling crown of towers.  

Look around. (2.744-48) 

Dispelling the mist that “clouds [Aeneas’s] vision” and judgment, she reveals the gods 

manipulating behind the scenes, instigating the war and destroying Troy. Her appeal to 

logos following the pathos and ethos of her maternal form sways him to not kill beauty, 

Helen, and to instead escape the war and look to his family. Virgil’s Venus does what no 

Homeric character ever dares: absolve Helen of blame. 

Her intervention stops him from being a soldier and following the tenets of 

hypermasculinity to be a son, husband, and father again. This is why he feels fear for the 

first time when he is trying to escape with them, with his father over his shoulder and his 

son’s hand in his: 
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I who had never flinched 

at the hurtling spears or swarming Greek assaults— 

now every stir of the wind, every whisper of sound 

alarms me, anxious both for the child beside me 

and burden on my back. (2.902-06) 

He is no longer a soldier, ready to fight and die, but a civilian trying to save his family. 

Perhaps because of Virgil’s distance from the Dark Ages that Homer experienced, 

Venus provides the lofty perspective that sees beyond the human instinct to blame 

someone; she can see how fate, which the gods represent, creates tragedies that human 

beings must bear, and if they can accept what they cannot change and focus on what truly 

matters, in Aeneas’s case, his family, they can survive the days of war to experience 

peace again. 

Though Deiphobus, one of Helen’s former Trojan husbands, does not have as 

broad of a perspective as lofty Venus, he surprisingly does not admonish his wife as 

harshly as one would expect. Homer’s Agamemnon, who is like Deiphobus because his 

wife assisted in his murder, responds much more harshly than Deiphobus ever does. In 

Book 6 of the Aeneid, Deiphobus, like Agamemnon, is found in the Underworld, 

bemoaning how his wife deceived him and assisted in his murder. However, Deiphobus’s 

complaints are more justified than Agamemnon’s. The Mycenaean king’s authority and 

pride are still intact in the Kingdom of the Dead, but the deceased Trojan prince is cast 

away in a corner, horribly mutilated: 

[H]ere [Aeneas] sees Deiphobus too, Priam’s son 
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mutilated, his whole body, his face hacked to pieces— 

Ah, so cruel—his face and both his hands, and his ears 

ripped from his ravaged head, his nostrils slashed, 

disgraceful wound. [Aeneas] can hardly recognize him, 

a cowering shadow hiding his punishments so raw. (573-78) 

Deiphobus feels ashamed because he was killed without a way to defend himself and 

“hacked to pieces” like a disloyal slave (such as Melanthius in The Odyssey); he did not 

die honorably in battle. He explains to Aeneas that Helen hid all his weapons that 

evening, planned sensual rituals of Bacchus, and when he was unsuspecting, opened their 

bedroom door to her first husband and the other Greeks, subjecting to him to a cruel 

death (6.595-616).  

Translators differ in the amount of cold-hearted blame Deiphobus attributes to her 

treason. Dryden’s 1697 version calls Deiphobus’s mutilations “the monuments to Helen’s 

love,” and Helen his “worthy wife” and “more cruel wife” than Fate, who “betray’d,” 

“feign’d,” and “invites her former lord” in, seemingly hoping that her “new treasons 

would redeem the past.” While Dryden’s diction befits a classical tragedy and reverently 

places Helen upon a pedestal, Fagles’s 2008 choices smudge dirt upon her visage. 

Sardonic and caustic, his Deiphobus castigates “that Spartan whore” who “shook her 

monstrous torch” at the Greeks and “[flung] the doors wide open, / hoping no doubt by 

this grand gift to him, her lover, / to wipe the slate clean of her former wicked ways.” She 

seems “matchless” because of her guile and betrayal, not her beauty (6.608). Perhaps the 

translators’ current events and cultural movements account for their differences; 
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Dryden’s post-Restoration lens romanticizes the moment while Fagles’s contemporary 

reimaginings of the text are colored like the complex, dark, and brooding characters in 

the novels, films, and television dramas of the 1990s and 2000s. In its simplest 

comparison, the translations differ by their degree of hatred for and blame of Helen. 

Fagles’s Deiphobus blames the Greeks, including Helen, for his fate, calling upon the 

gods to curse them in return (6.616-18). He closely associates Helen with the Greeks by 

calling Menelaus her “lover.” Though Suzuki postures that Deiphobus calls him “lover” 

to minimize his own guilt in participating in her adultery to her Spartan husband 

(Metamorphoses of Helen 100), his tone is overall harsh, not exculpating. Instead of 

closely connecting Helen to the Greeks, Dryden’s Deiphobus prays for revenge on 

Menelaus, her “former lord,” disassociating her from the Achaeans. 

Since Homer’s heroes often blamed Helen by name, the fact that Deiphobus does 

not invoke the gods to retaliate against Helen in either translation demonstrates that 

Virgil’s work, though depicting the war’s losing side, attributes less animosity to her than 

Homer’s works had. Before he was in the Underworld, Homer’s Agamemnon was once 

sympathetic to women because he considered “the death-cry of Cassandra, Priam’s 

daughter— / the most pitiful thing [he] heard!” (Odyssey 11.476-77). After his wife 

murders him, he becomes a misogynist, crying, “the queen hell-bent on outrage—bathes 

in shame / not only herself but the whole breed of womankind, / even the honest ones to 

come, forever down the years!” (490-92). Even though Deiphobus’s murder was more 

violent and scarring than Agamemnon’s, Deiphobus does not curse Helen by name or 

become disrespectful toward women; in fact, he gained a fear of women, judging from 
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his diminutive response to Sibyl, the priestess accompanying Aeneas in the Underworld: 

“‘No anger, please, great priestess,’ begged Deiphobus. / ‘Back I go to the shades’” 

(6.633-34). One would think that Deiphobus’s gruesome scars and pain from his wife’s 

betrayal against the backdrop of his city, falling down and in flames, would ignite a more 

bitter hatred in his heart than Agamemnon’s against Clytemnestra. Deiphobus’s muted 

reaction, then, magnifies how much less the post-Homeric works blame Helen for the 

Trojan War. Perhaps the time that has passed since the war has healed their wounds, 

allowing these artists to view Helen more sympathetically and to consider the reasons for 

the Trojan War more complexly. 

However, the scars Helen left behind are still glaring to some. The Aeneid’s 

Italian Queen Amata superstitiously fears that letting their princess marry the Trojan, 

Aeneas, will begin a new Trojan War because their union could be analogous to Helen 

and Paris:  

So, Lavinia goes in wedlock to these Trojans—exiles? 

You, her father, have you no pity for your daughter, 

none for yourself? No pity for me, her mother? Wait, 

with the first Northwind that lying pirate will desert us, 

setting sail on the high seas, our virgin as his loot! 

Isn’t that how the Phrygian shepherd breached Sparta 

and carried Leda’s Helen off to the towns of Troy? (7.419-25) 

People like Queen Amata may fear marriages with foreigners because they are 

xenophobic after attacks on their empire. King Latinus, however, does not take the same 
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caution. He has experienced peace in his kingdom long enough to likely remember the 

economic and political value in forming alliances with other nations. Ironically, war starts 

not because of the marriage but in spite of it; Allecto raises Amata’s fury as well as the 

fury of other Italian mothers and Lavinia’s spurned bridegroom, Turnus (7.436-556). 

Book 7 ends with a catalogue of the kings and warriors who rose to defend Italy, 

mirroring the gathering of armies in Book 2 of The Iliad. A second Helen, another war 

against Troy has started because of the fear and distrust that are still among some of the 

people. 

Suzuki sees parallels between Virgil’s repression of Helen and other female 

characters and the reality of Augustine Rome: “Even though Virgil expresses sympathy 

toward the victims, the number and clarity of the sacrifices and scapegoatings in the 

Aeneid testify to the severity of Roman patriarchy, which sought to separate absolutely 

the public and the private, and the punish especially such women [. . .] who transgressed 

the boundary of their womanly, domestic sphere” (Metamorphoses of Helen 149). 

Though I am convinced by Suzuki’s argument, I also believe that the community’s 

chronological relationship to war, whether it is proximate or past, directly affects their 

distrust of women like Helen as well. Though literal time has passed between Virgil 

composing the Aeneid and the Trojan War, the text’s characters have personally 

experienced it. They have not had new bodies, new generations, since the war, and so 

their scars still scathe them in the Aeneid. The memory of Helen is incendiary; her mark 

is a scar, which Time assuages, on the hearts of the survivors in these post-Homeric 

works. 
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Chapter 3  

Helen and Criseyde/Cressida – Helen as Character in Chaucer’s Troilus and 

Criseyde and Shakespeare’s Troilus and Cressida 

 

1. Introduction 

Approximately 1300 years after Virgil’s Aeneid, Helen appears in English 

literature. She is depicted in both versions of the Troilus and Cressida legend, an epic 

romance by Geoffrey Chaucer and, approximately 200 years later, a play by William 

Shakespeare. In these stories, the Trojan War stymies the love between Troilus, a Trojan 

prince, and Cressida, the Trojan daughter of an exiled priest. Scholars have focused on 

how Helen is subliminally present in these stories. Besides being the catalyst for the war, 

she is a foil character for Cressida, who Suzuki describes as a second Helen because of 

her infidelity and blame (Metamorphoses of Helen 239). However, not enough attention 

has been given to Helen as a character rather than a memory or a reference. How a 

culture views Helen reveals their values and ideology, so there is value in analyzing 

Helen beyond her literary relationship to Cressida.  

Unlike the way Homer crafts her, Chaucer’s and Shakespeare’s Helen lacks 

cunning and dimension. The writers reduce her to a hollow trope warning of the dangers 

of female infidelity. Mihoko Suzuki writes that she is merely a synecdoche for subversive 

female sexuality (Metamorphoses of Helen 212). It is possible that Chaucer and 

Shakespeare did not develop Helen’s character because her infamy could trammel any 

opportunities to gain the audience’s sympathy. She may have seemed too notorious, too 
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ignominious to the audience, especially because of their Christian, cultural ideologies. 

The Middle Ages placed chastity and loyalty as women’s highest qualities: “[A] woman’s 

honour was largely determined by her degree of sexual continence; in ascending order of 

chastity, the three honourable categories that women could occupy were those of wife, 

widow, and virgin” (Flannery 339). Because Helen does not fit these categories, they 

overlook her for a starring role and cast her as a minor character, symbolizing adultery. 

The writers developed Cressida, instead, to rouse sympathy for women’s lack of 

opportunities and autonomy. 

Although both Chaucer and Shakespeare similarly represent Helen as a minor 

character, their available source material and chosen mediums vary their renditions. 

Chaucer, who likely wrote Troilus and Criseyde in the early 1380’s, “depended [. . .] on 

the anti-Homeric accounts of Dares and Dictys” rather than Homer, whose works were 

lost during the medieval period (Suzuki, Metamorphoses of Helen 10). Though Chaucer’s 

work follows some epic conventions, his Helen is not a demigod nor do any of the gods 

take part in the story, a common epic trope. Shakespeare’s play secularizes her character 

and demotes the epic even further, squishing its previous grandeur to fit the size of the 

stage and two-hours length (Metamorphoses of Helen 213). This has led Suzuki to 

describe Shakespeare’s Helen as a “cardboard representation” of the glorious, 

multifaceted character she had been in Homer (Metamorphoses of Helen 212), which 

Shakespeare would know, because the Homeric epics, the Iliad and the Odyssey, were 

rediscovered during the Renaissance period. 
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The most striking difference between Chaucer’s and Shakespeare’s versions are 

their female characters. Shakespeare’s gender understanding is more complex, likely 

influenced by Queen Elizabeth governing England (Metamorphoses of Helen 11). His 

Homeric texts and advanced gender society free him “from merely repeating [the 

previous versions of the story], by demystifying and radically revising the myth of 

Cressida through his own fiction” (Metamorphoses of Helen 212). By comparing both 

works’ characterizations of Helen, we can learn how these societies suppressed women as 

well as how critics within the society retaliated, for the characters voice important 

counter-societal opinions with impunity. 

 

2.   Chaucer 

Helen (Eleyne), though a minor character, appears in all five books of Chaucer’s 

epic romance. Troilus and Pandarus make her a symbol for sexual transgressions when 

they discuss Troilus’s tryst with Criseyde. Pandarus even equates Helen with the highest 

level of coveting one’s wife when he tells Troilus he will help him be with whom he 

loves even “theigh that it were Eleyne / That is thi brother wif” (1.677-78). Pandarus 

hypothetically invokes Helen as the most prized female object likely because medieval 

masculinity centered upon dominance in competition with other men (Suzuki 339). Here, 

Helen not only represents sexual transgressions but also how women served a secondary 

role in society, objectified for male progress and esteem. 

This is not the first time in the poem that Helen is characterized as an object that 

men can seize. The first stanza of the poem describes how Paris stole her from Sparta and 

took her to Troy, beginning the war: “the ravysshyng to wreken of Eleyne” (1.62).  From 
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this beginning to her final reference in the poem, “to ravysshen any queene” (5.895), 

Chaucer demonstrates she was taken by force. Since she did not leave Menelaus of her 

own volition, today’s readers might question why Chaucer’s audience considered Helen 

immoral and partially at fault for the war. In Chaucer’s time, the measure of a raped 

woman’s goodness depended on the amount of shame she felt. According to Rachel 

Warburton, in another work by Chaucer, The Legend of Good Women, Lucretia and 

Philomela remain in good social judgment after they have been raped because they 

appear ashamed. Lucretia kills herself and Philomela, instead of taking revenge on her 

rapist as she does in Ovid’s Metamorphoses, keeps silent (for her tongue has been 

removed) (279). Warburton also notes how Chaucer’s practice is similar to the Catholic 

“hagiographic tradition” of canonizing devout women who defend themselves against 

rape to the point of death (274). This practice continues today in Catholicism, in 

particular through the veneration of Saint Maria Goretti, an eleven year old girl who 

refused the sexual advances of her neighbor; hostile to her chastity, he stabbed her with a 

knife, killing her (Newland). These lauded women exemplify the extreme expectations of 

selflessness placed upon women’s purity when it is tied with their sexuality, in Chaucer’s 

time and even sometimes today. Because Helen does not go to this girl’s and these 

women’s extreme lengths when she is raped but instead, accepts her fate, new husband, 

and new life in Troy, the characters and additionally, the original audience, eye her with 

suspicion. 

Helen represents marital infidelity when she is present after Pandarus persuades 

his niece, Criseyde, to sleep with Troilus. If Helen chose to accept Pandarus’s invitation 
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because she caught on to his ruse, she would be playing along to encourage the 

extramarital lovers, having ambiguity as Homer had characterized her. However, Chaucer 

does not grant her this depth. The narrator directly states that she does not know of the 

true purpose of the gathering: “she com to dyner in hire pleyne entente. / But God and 

Pandare wist al what this mente” (2.1560-61). She continues to lack depth as she behaves 

very prettily and sympathetically to Troilus, who is feigning illness so that Criseyde can 

approach his bed without people assuming misconduct. Helen comforts him using the 

effects her beauty has on men: 

Eleyne, in al hire goodly softe wyse, 

Gan hym salue, and wommanly to pleye, 

And seyde, “Iwys, ye moste alweies arise! 

Now faire brother, beth al hool, I preye!” 

And gan hire arm right over his shulder leye, 

And hym with al hire wit to reconforte; 

As she best koude, she gan hym to disporte. (2.1667-73) 

Being “goodly,” “softe,” and “wommanly” and touching his shoulder, Helen only has 

“wit” regarding her sexual appeal; she does not exhibit tact or wisdom in the traditional 

sense as she does in Homer.  

Being accompanied by Deiphebus, not Paris, in this scene, Helen exemplifies a 

woman who is acting outside of her marital bounds. The purpose of the pair’s presence 

is to excuse and normalize Criseyde and Troilus being in the same place, but Helen and 

her brother-in-law ironically and subliminally subvert that virtue. The audience knows 
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from previous mythology that Helen will eventually marry Deiphebus while Paris is 

alive. Their placement together in this scene adds suspicion, making the audience 

wonder if Helen has already begun a romantic relationship with Deiphebus before her 

husband’s death. She even leaves with Deiphebus, taking an hour to read a letter from 

Pandarus, “largely, the mountance of an houre, / Thei gonne on it to reden and to 

poure,” in a garden (2.1706-07). This vague description of Helen and Deiphebus’s 

behavior away from the group for a surprisingly long time could suggest at the least, the 

naivety and gullibility of the chaperones to Troilus and Criseyde, and at the most, their 

sexual misconduct. However, the message of the letter gives Helen authority, an identity 

beyond an object, for a brief moment in Chaucer’s work. The letter, written by Hector, 

asks Deiphebus and her to advise him about the justice of a death sentence for an 

unnamed person. Though readers are not given any observation of Helen’s wisdom 

because Chaucer does not disclose the conversation in the garden, a possible new facet 

of Helen is hinted at, but it is overshadowed by her close relationship with her, 

currently, brother-in-law. 

The adulterous symbolism continues when she encourages Troilus to help 

Criseyde, unknowingly giving her blessing (or rather, curse) to their relationship:  

             We yow biseke, 

My deere brother Deiphebus and I, 

For love of God—and so doth Pandare eke— 

To ben good lord and frend, right hertely, 

Unto Criseyde, which that certeynly 
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Receyveth wrong, as woot weel here Pandare, 

That kan hire cas wel bet than I declare. (2.1674-80) 

Throughout this scene, Chaucer focuses entirely on Helen’s courtly manner, allure, and 

willingness to be in the company of men other than her husband. Her presence 

foreshadows Criseyde’s duplicity later in the poem. 

Helen is an alluring, coquettish queen, seemingly without thought, throughout 

the epic romance. Her personality and demeanor do not change no matter who she is 

with or under which circumstances she has arrived in Troy. She “kiste” Troilus as she 

left him to rest, all “blyve,” or in other words, calm and happy all the time (3.225). 

Chaucer’s Helen is no longer a multifaceted character as she was in Homer or a 

complicated legendary figure as she was in Sappho and Virgil, but a flat character who 

has no trepidations, whether she is a Trojan or a Greek. This limited characterization of 

her as a soothing beauty further objectifies her. 

The other times Helen surfaces in the poem are even more marginalizing 

because she is merely a subject brought up in conversations regarding the purpose of the 

war. The poem begins by saying the war’s “oon entente” is to take revenge for the rape 

of Helen; this treats her as a prized object rather than a person who chose to leave 

(Chaucer 1.60). As characters debate whether giving her back to the Greeks will end the 

war and bring peace once again to Troy, the Greeks realize they are not in Troy to take 

her back but to punish the thieves for the crime:  

Swich wreche on hem for fecchynge of Eleyne 

Ther shal ben take, er that we hennes wende, 
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That Manes, which that goddes ben of peyne, 

Shal ben agast that Grekes wol hem shende, 

And men shul drede, unto the worldes ende, 

From hennesforth to ravysshen any queene, 

So cruel shal oure wreche on hem be seene. (5.890-96) 

Rather than fighting for Helen’s honor, a knightly or chivalrous purpose, the Greeks 

fight the Trojans because they have stolen a prized object. The purpose is congruent 

with medieval masculinity revolving around competition with other males. In their 

debates about what to do with Helen, they realize a limitation to treating women as 

objects that can be bought and sold, owned and stolen, just like any other goods they 

own: one cannot simply “restore” a woman, as the Trojans had considered earlier in the 

poem (4.1347). A person is inconstant and more malleable than belongings; they change 

from the passage of time and experiences. Simply returning her will not make up for her 

youth, the men, and the other resources that have been lost during this wartime. Though 

Chaucer’s Helen does not give the impression of being traumatized, aged, or otherwise 

altered while living in Troy, Shakespeare will build upon this potential problem in 

objectifying women in his play later through Criseyde. 

Chaucer may choose not to develop Helen because she may represent a woman 

too dishonorable and shameful to the characters in the play and his society. Pandarus 

uses her as a cautionary tale of how men should not rape (meaning kidnap or assault) 

women, since the crime of stealing her led to the Trojan War: he “explains that he is 

loath to compound the disastrous rape of Helen with another act of ravishment 
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(particularly when Criseyde is being exchanged with the Greeks ‘for the townes goode’ 

(IV.553)” (Flannery 345). Flannery points out that this is a rare moment of a man 

considering a woman’s perspective; he ultimately decides that Troilus should not take 

Criseyde or hide her from the Greeks because it will further dishonor her (345).  

However, Criseyde will have greater shame poured on her head because she 

must now be a companion to the Greeks rather than to Troilus, whom she had promised. 

As the male characters had with Helen, they overlook how little control Criseyde has 

over her body. She tries her best to remain only Troilus’s lover when she is with the 

Greeks:  

hire herte trewe was and kynde 

Towards hym, and spak right as she mente, 

And that she starf for wo neigh whan she wente, 

And was in purpos evere to be trewe. (4.1417-20) 

Criseyde clearly tries with all that is in her power to not betray her union with Troilus. 

However, because of Troilus’s lack of awareness of how little control women have over 

their bodies and sexuality, he ultimately finds Criseyde unfaithful when he learns she has 

been intimate with Diomedes. In actuality, Criseyde, the slave of Diomedes, was left with 

no ability to stay honorable. Troilus may have noticed that Helen’s rape led to the war, 

but he has not learned that Helen had little autonomy in the matter, just like Criseyde, to 

avoid dishonor. Flannery interprets a theme of Troilus and Criseyde to be “[men] must 

choose to take up or reject the model of aggressive masculinity which defines female 

honour even while endangering it” (357), but in keeping Helen’s character flat, passive, 
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and illogically objectified, this message is not as strongly delivered as it could be were 

her character developed. Though Chaucer gives Helen a voice and character status, she is 

a caricature who symbolizes female infidelity as well as how male ownership of women 

affect this, and Criseyde, not Helen, is the sole female to challenge or question the 

expected roles. 

 

3.   Shakespeare 

Shakespeare expands Helen’s character to a slightly greater dimension in his play, 

Troilus and Cressida. Troilus describes Helen with even more direct objectivity than 

Chaucer had: “why, [Helen] is a pearl, / Whose price hath launch'd above a thousand 

ships, / And turn'd crown'd kings to merchants” (2.2.81-83). Unlike Chaucer’s men, who 

only later realize the consequences of pawning women, Shakespeare’s Troilus is aware of 

the deceitful narrative that mythologizes women’s beauty to rally men to fight and die in 

a war: “Helen must needs be fair, / When with your blood you daily paint her thus” 

(1.1.90-91). Here, as Suzuki points out, Troilus observes that “Helen is merely a ‘painted’ 

icon whose value the warriors affirm through the sacrifice made daily to win or keep her” 

(Metamorphoses of Helen 215). If Troilus has caught on to this tactic at the beginning of 

the play, why does he ultimately follow this doctrine with Cressida later? Perhaps it is as 

Suzuki asserts, that he considers Helen “remainder viands” and worn or lacking from 

overuse, castigating her as a valuable object, not seeing her beyond objectivity (215). A 

further possibility is that Helen was always tainted with dishonor and out of reach to him. 

In contrast, Cressida is virginal and purely Trojan, a woman whose social status has been 
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weakened, like a limp gazelle in a herd stalked by a lion, because her father committed 

treason. Comparisons between Cressida and Helen may on the outset emphasize 

Cressida’s beauty, such as “her hair were not somewhat darker than Helen's,” but these 

comparisons also foreshadow how Cressida has the potential to be similarly prized by 

men as an object of great worth (1.1.41-42). Noticing his opportunity, Troilus willingly 

follows the masculine code to win her. 

Troilus chooses to participate in the male-dominated culture of using, owning, 

and trading women because he ultimately cares about achieving glory and honor as 

defined for men in his culture (Dodds 17). He demonstrates this by not only thinking of 

Helen and then Cressida as objects, but also as indicators of the superior man and nation:  

Were it not glory that we more affected 

Than the performance of our heaving spleens, 

I would not wish a drop of Trojan blood 

Spent more in her defence. But, worthy Hector, 

She is a theme of honour and renown, 

A spur to valiant and magnanimous deeds, 

Whose present courage may beat down our foes, 

And fame in time to come canonize us. (2.2.195-202) 

In rising while simultaneously hollowing Helen into a noble trophy, Troilus reasons why 

fighting over a woman is worth the deaths of many men in a war. In this paradigm, war is 

necessary to give men opportunities to reach their highest potential, achieve fame and 

glory. Though Troilus previously observed the fallacies in these expected behaviors for 
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men, he and Pandarus both fail to see how those expectations are not the same for 

women. When Pandarus tries to persuade Cressida to love Troilus, he ineffectively sets 

up the situation as a competition with Helen, the woman Pandarus assumes is Cressida’s 

rival, as if she were a man motivated by dominance: “I swear to you. I think Helen loves 

[Troilus] better than Paris” (1.2.107-08). Cressida responds nonchalantly, “Then she is a 

merry Greek indeed” (1.2.109), demonstrating that this comparison “is beside the point” 

(Suzuki, Metamorphoses of Helen 220). Cressida is not moved by her uncle’s speech 

because society’s expectations for women do not involve competing with each other for 

the most enviable spouse or lover as men do, but rather remaining chaste until one is 

married. Cressida’s response denies Pandarus’s attempt and also sets herself apart from 

the wanton woman, Helen; they are not rivals working toward the same goal, but 

opposites. Shakespeare sets up Helen as a contrast to Cressida so that Cressida’s betrayal 

in the end makes readers consider her differences to the archetypally adulterous Helen 

more so than her similarities. This would lead them to sympathize with Cressida and 

women’s lack of control, not rebuke her. 

Pandarus’s employment of Helen continues the tradition of depicting Helen as 

flirtatious and inconstant, but Shakespeare diverges from Chaucer by giving Helen a 

miniscule moment of self-consciousness. Pandarus tells Cressida that Helen caressed 

Troilus’s chin, much to the entertainment of the other royals in the room. Helen then 

exchanged a witty flirtation with Troilus regarding the chin hair she caresses: 

Quoth she, “Here's but two and fifty hairs on your 

chin, and one of them is white. 
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[. . .] That's true; make no question of that.” “Two and 

fifty hairs” quoth he, “and one white: that white 

hair is my father, and all the rest are his sons.” 

“Jupiter!” quoth she, “which of these hairs is Paris, 

my husband?” “The forked one,” quoth he, “pluck't 

out, and give it him.” But there was such laughing! 

and Helen so blushed, an Paris so chafed, and all the 

rest so laughed, that it passed. (1.2.157-67) 

If Pandarus’s story is true, Shakespeare’s Helen has “wit” beyond her allure, unlike 

Chaucer’s. Unlike Homer’s clever Helen though, her wit hurts her in this social situation. 

When Troilus tells her to pluck the “forked” hair resembling Paris, she blushes, a sign of 

shame. There are many possibilities for her shame. She may redden because of how he 

describes Paris, a duplicitous hair, possibly resembling his “wanton” behaviors, the first 

descriptor for him in the play (Prol. 10). She may feel slighted because men are societally 

allowed to have multiple sexual partners, but not women. His mentioning of removing 

the hair for Paris may insinuate that Paris can be removed from her, leaving her as an 

object for the next son of Priam to scoop up. Her caress might not have even been 

flirtatious, but sisterly, and she blushes when he suggests she dishonorably pull out one of 

his hairs. These possibilities make her source of shame ambiguous, giving her dimension 

beyond being flirtatious and blithe in Troy. All of the possibilities point back to the 

uneasiness women have in their lives when men control them. 
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Though her blush may reveal inner thoughts, this is the only moment in the play 

where Helen does so; her dialogue with Pandarus later is guarded and expected behavior. 

When Pandarus seems to be mesmerized by her beauty, interjecting “fair” eight times in 

his greeting to her, she responds politely, “Dear lord, you are full of fair words” (3.1.47). 

Though Suzuki describes her tone here as “less than dignified” (Metamorphoses of Helen 

225), throughout their conversation, Helen is complimenting and demure, poised while 

she is in the presence of Paris. The overall conversation makes her comment seem cordial 

and bashful, not flirtatious. Suzuki also calls her “trivial” and “selfish” for speaking with 

the men about love when war is happening outside of their walls (225-26), but Pandarus 

and Paris exhibit those vices more than she does. When she brings up love, she says, 

“This love will undo us all,” but Pandarus is the one who sings a long, vulgar poem about 

love (3.1.110-11). Though Paris says he does not fight because his “Nell,” a pet name for 

Helen, “would not have it so,” it is more likely that he uses this as an excuse (3.1.137). 

He is not subservient to her anywhere else in the play. He objectifies her, such as when 

he uses buying and selling language with Diomedes when referring to her (4.1.76-79). 

Rather than being superficial or undignified, Helen behaves oppositely. She does not 

remonstrate the men for being irreverent because she has learned that, to survive, she has 

to play along. Cressida also demonstrates that women have to adapt to survive when she 

calls Diomedes her “sweet guardian” (5.2.7), and Helen, being the minor and 

undeveloped character, demonstrates this performance for survival in a more subtle way.  

 Though it may be broadly true that “Shakespeare accomplishes a radical revision 

of tradition as myth, thereby freeing himself and his characters, especially Cressida, from 
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the overdetermined meaning dictated by tradition” (Suzuki, Metamorphoses of Helen 

250), he does not free Helen. Shakespeare’s Helen does not act differently than is 

expected of a noble woman. Since people cannot actually be objects because they are 

affected by their relationships and experiences, her flat characterization makes her seem 

not fully human, which further objectifies her. Though Troilus later asserts that women 

are different depending on the men they are with (5.2.129-33), Helen does not 

demonstrate that. She begins and ends the play as an object, quite opposite to how Homer 

crafts her. 

Chaucer’s and Shakespeare’s Helens contrast her demigod character in Homer. 

Helen’s pristine and tamed demeanor leaves the reader wanting to know her inner 

dialogue and rebellion. These writers could have developed her further to demonstrate the 

theme of how tragedies follow when men are in control of women. Perhaps because her 

image was already so tainted and infamous and the cultural ideologies of their times 

stigmatized her, Shakespeare and Chaucer both employ Helen largely as a symbol and 

foil for Cressida. Cressida becomes the fresh character to carry their message, though 

Helen has tremendous potential, greater name recognition, and hints of repression that 

reveal valuable opportunities for the theme. 
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Chapter 4  

Modernist Helen – Helen of Troy: Modernism’s Muse 

 

1. Introduction 

The most famous artistic revival of ancient Greek mythology occurred during the 

European Renaissance around the sixteenth century, but it is not the only notable time. In 

the Modernist period during and after World War I, artists revisited classical subjects, 

mythology, and history to recalibrate their civilization and redefine art in the new era 

(Whitworth 4). These artists especially sought a new social order because the Great War 

left unimagined disorder, despair, and the destruction of humanity in its wake. Art was an 

avenue for exploring and experimenting how to rebuild fractured society. Some artists 

innovated by rejecting the previous cultural traditions such as the Victorian and classical 

ages, deeming them outdated, while others re-examined them. Rather than romanticize 

these past traditions, these other artists often reimagined the classical culture in a more 

despondent, striking way. Leon Bakst’s 1912 set design of a Modernist play, Hélèn de 

Sparte, involves vast skies, barren landscapes of craggy sand and stone, and a meager, 

solitary house isolated from other buildings of civilization; the set’s sparseness seems 

devoid of the divinity and heroic majesty that usually accompany the classical subject 

(Bakst, “Helen de Sparte Set Design”). The set for Acts 1 and 3 features “crazy shrines, 

and rocks full of grinning human and animal faces [. . .] in barbaric colours” creating a 

primitive civilization, the type that many Modernists favored, for the primitive have not 

created remarkably destructive technologies as seen in World War I (Jameson 4). A 
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temple, though central on the stage, is literally overshadowed by the taller military tower 

to its left, speaking to the Modernist fears of religious alienation and cultural decline 

(Bakst, “Set Design”). Greek mythology gives artists like Bakst a foundation for 

expressing how life experiences and attitudes about humanity have altered in the 

Modernist world. 

 

“Hélène de Sparte Set Design,” and “Set Design for Acts 1 and 3 of the dramatic tragedy 

Hélène de Sparte (Helen of Sparta).” (Bakst) 
 

 Mythical Queen Helen of Sparta, alternatively known as Helen of Troy, does not 

only appear on the Modernist stage; she, along with her mother, Leda, often reappear 

because of their connections to a destructive war and the malicious side of beauty. Leda 

is equated with a new era because she comes in contact—a sudden, bewildering, violent 

or euphoric sexual union, depending on the interpretation—with Zeus, who has taken the 

form of a swan, begetting Helen, the harbinger of the cataclysmic Trojan War (Hughes 

23). Homer minimally but memorably portrays Helen with dual identities, victim and 

adulteress, in his two epic poems, the Iliad and the Odyssey. The Iliad first mentions 

Helen when Nestor blames her for causing the Trojan War in order to muster his troops’ 
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appetite for vengeance: “So now let no man hurry to sail for home, not yet . . . / not till he 

beds down with a faithful Trojan wife, / payment in full for the groans and shocks of war 

/ we have all borne for Helen” (2.420-23). Choosing to blame Helen rather than Paris, the 

Trojan prince she absconds with, or Menelaus, her husband who orders the war in pursuit 

of the adulterers, unites the male warriors in a shared patriarchal narrative that validates 

their violence against the Trojans and their wives. Knowing her infamy, Helen remains 

ambiguous about how she views herself, calling herself both a victim puppeted by 

Aphrodite and an adulterous harlot at different moments in the poems, always depending 

on the situation and the audience. She chooses the former when she confronts Aphrodite 

to cast her with the true blame and regain self-respect and autonomy (3.460-471). In the 

Odyssey, she calls herself the latter to convey remorse in front of Nestor’s and 

Odysseus’s sons as well as her husband, earning their approval: “all you Achaeans / 

fought at Troy, launching your headlong battles / just for my sake, shameless whore that I 

was” (Odyssey 4.160-62). Notice her use of the past tense “was” rather than “is”; she 

conveys that she is loyal now, an appropriate response in front of her current audience, 

her husband and his Trojan War comrades’ children. Helen walks a fine line throughout 

Homer for social and mortal survival, and her experience in a borderland of doubt and 

ambiguity interests the Modernist poets who relate to her jarring and alienated feelings. 

Helen’s supreme beauty and the danger it brings to her society also make her a 

popular Modernist subject. Odysseus’s rally to his troops persuades his fellow warriors 

because it’s built upon a patriarchal common ground that women and their beauty should 

be forcibly controlled and consumed by men. They believe Helen’s autonomy with her 
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own beauty, having an affair and leaving her husband, has brought the war upon them. 

They call her beauty “terrible” (3.190). Though characters publicly admonish her, they 

surprisingly never do so to her face, revealing her beauty’s powerful allure. Trojan King 

Priam expresses to her that he doesn’t blame her for the Trojan War (Iliad 3.199), Paris 

professes his lust for her even after she remarks that she wishes he were dead (3.516-9), 

and Menelaus reinstates her as his precious queen once the war ends (Odyssey 4.134). 

Her complicated reputation, being both adored for her beauty and shamed for her 

transgression, along with her involvement in the ancient war draws parallels to the 

Modernist period’s World War I and disenchantment with previously unquestioned 

beauty and art standards.  

The parallels make her a valuable subject for studying the Modernist world and 

predicting its future. Modernist poets William Butler Yeats,  Hilda Doolittle (H. D.), and 

Laura Riding (Jackson) each innovate Leda’s and Helen of Troy’s images to capture their 

view of the Modernist experience, comprehend it, and, in some cases, offer solutions to 

propel society forward. Previous scholarship has focused on how their poems express 

common Modernist themes and affect gender constructions of women, and I will 

dialogue with these arguments, sometimes offering additional interpretations.  

 

2.   Leda 

Prior to the Modernist period, many poets depict Zeus’s impregnation of Leda 

with Helen as a romantic, prophetic annunciation. Yeats breaks from this tradition in his 

poem, “Leda and the Swan,” by acknowledging the violence and terror of the situation 

(Sword 306). His poem begins with “a sudden blow,” “staggering” Leda, who is “caught” 
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and “helpless” (1-4). The swan does not seem to care for the girl—he is more mechanical 

than personal—with an “indifferent” attitude, ready to “let her drop” rather than gently 

set her down when he is finished with her (14). Yeats, like other Modernists, believed 

that “violence is a necessary precondition for change” (Sword 308), and so this mythical 

conception of Helen, which will later cause “[t]he broken wall, the burning roof and 

tower / And Agamemnon dead,” must acknowledge the aggression (10-11).  

Though the terror is conveyed, the poem is not completely pessimistic. As Harriet 

Davidson and Marjorie Perloff observe, Yeats often uses art to transcend the disorder of 

the present (Whitworth 12). The poem crystallizes the moment in time, slowing it down 

so the reader can carefully consider it and learn from it. His observant speaker, who 

“privileges Leda’s rather than Zeus’s point of view” from a distance, is “detached” but 

“empathetic” (Sword 308). Because the poem fixes the moment in writing, the speaker 

asks questions to understand how Leda feels, seeking enlightenment from this connection 

with the divine. The first questions pertain to her physical desperation, for being 

“mastered by the brute blood of the air” (12), she would also be primitive, too, 

responding with adrenaline to survive the assault: “How can those terrified vague fingers 

push / That feathered glory from her loosening thighs? / And how can body, laid in the 

white rush, / But feel the strange heart beating where it lies?” (5-8). The speaker 

scrutinizes this mythical moment because, in the Modernist era that feels alienated from 

God because of the catastrophic war, the speaker yearns for some clarity, some greater 

meaning to understand the trajectory and destiny of human beings. The speaker asks in 

hope, “Did she put on his knowledge with his power / Before the indifferent beak could 
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let her drop?” (12-13). No answer follows this final line, leaving the reader and speaker 

wondering if Leda, like the people of the Modernist age in the aftermath of World War I, 

has gained any wisdom from the violent clash with the unimaginable. 

Much has been written about the identities of the characters in the poem, some 

arguing that Zeus, the poet, the reader, and even Leda could be aggressors, but what’s 

missing from this dialogue is a study of Zeus as the Other and Leda as people of the 

Modern era (Sword 307). Yeats establishes his poem not in the past but in a universal 

moment, which gives more credence to representing people of his time period. He 

describes the swan’s wings as “beating still,” an oxymoron that can signify how era-

defining catalysts continue to affect cultures and spring up across civilizations (1). Leda’s 

womb also transcends time, engendering the future destruction of Troy: her “body 

participates in and indeed encompasses the whole cycle of birth, destruction, and 

regeneration” (Sword 308). Even though the poem names Agamemnon, it is one of the 

few times besides the title that directly references Troy. Leda is “vague,” and Troy is 

simply “the broken wall” and “the burning roof and tower” (5). Even the swan is not 

consistently portrayed as an animal. While it does have “great wings” (1),  a “beak” (14), 

and feathers, it is also described spiritually—“feathered glory” (6)—with “dark webs” 

rather than the “webbed toes” written in the poem’s earlier drafts (“Poems in Process” 

A23). The “dark webs” associate foreboding and entrapment and deepens the ambiguity, 

transporting readers to other experiences of human beings such as Yeats’ immediate 

society. Leda’s experience of being overpowered and out of control of her life can 

express the jarring and pessimistic perspective of the post-World War I era. 
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While Yeats’s poem captures the assault at its extreme for detailed study, H.D.’s 

version of the myth, “Leda,” which was published a few years earlier, slows the attack 

down further. Beginning where “the slow river / meets the tide,” the moment crawls like 

a shallow, flowing stream (1-2). It intersects place as well as time, such as the in-between 

time of a setting sun, placing it in a Modernist time of transition, a “borderland” outside 

of the usual dimension (Sword 314). This setting transcends the poem beyond its original 

time and place constraints. If H.D.’s poem, like Yeats’s sonnet, signifies a mythical 

moment that sparked a new era, she imagines this transition with tranquility; it is natural 

and dreamlike. She minimizes the suddenness and violence of the rape, repeating “slow” 

three times (1, 16, 19) and “soft” twice (6, 31), along with other gentle language such as 

“caressed” (12), “floats” (18, 22), “drifts” (20) “rests” (30), “fluttering” (31) and “warm” 

(33). She represents Leda as a lily, symbolizing the union with natural imagery. With a 

languid speed and natural imagery, H.D.’s version would seem more ambiguous than 

Yeats’ version; instead her poem brings the mythic moment into greater sensory 

perception. It contrastingly blurs the cultural significance by avoiding any myth signifiers 

besides in the title. Fogs of colors, “dying heat,” and “mist” make the image and the 

mood unclear and hazy (9-10). The “red” and “purple” of the swan and the “gold” of lily 

Leda artificially stand out against the greens and yellows of the natural background 

(Sword 314). Their colors align more with the setting sun than the green and yellow reeds 

around them, connecting the two with dusk and its associations, time and closure. The 

poem’s imagery hints at the moment’s fatal significance. 
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Though the poem’s gentleness stands out upon first reading, “Leda” is not devoid 

of violence. The swan’s posture, concealed by the more immediate gentle descriptions, is 

powerful and intimidating: 

[A] red swan lifts red wings 

and darker beak, 

and underneath the purple down 

of his soft breast 

uncurls his coral feet. (3-7) 

This “threatening gesture” in doubly recognized red associates it with a “stain of blood” 

or “deadly passion” (Sword 314). The only truly sudden moment of the poem is its turn 

in the last stanza: “Ah kingly kiss— / no more regret / nor old deep memories / to mar the 

bliss” (24-27). The alliteration of the hard consonant “k” and the only dash in the poem 

jolt the readers from the reverie. Its reference to memory suggests that the violence of the 

moment has been erased from the mind of the observing speaker or of Leda, a personified 

flower, feeling but not remembering. Leda and the swan lie “where the low sedge is 

thick” (28), provided with privacy in their intimacy. Some believe this choice to omit 

violence continues a tradition of glorifying the rape of this mythical woman, but Sword 

argues that H.D. also does not paint her a victim, which restores some power and 

autonomy to Leda:  

Instead of staging a drama of pursuit and capture that might affirm [. . .] a 

familiar trajectory of violence, H.D. addresses the Leda myth’s potential 

unpleasantness precisely through her refusal to address it; if inspiration is 
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predicated on violation, while visionary insight represents a painful 

burden, then forgetfulness, she suggests, becomes a blessing. (315) 

In contrast to the knowledge that Yeats’s speaker hopes to find in so closely studying the 

moment of Helen’s conception, the speaker presents a fuzzy memory, a nonjudgmental 

view of Leda’s role. It does not foretell the miseries of the Trojan War. Instead, it 

cautions readers that “old deep memories,” like long-standing traditions, can “mar the 

bliss.” Though H.D.’s “Leda” is not a defiantly feminist retelling, her poem avoids the 

voyeuristic violations in which male poets such as Yeats have indulged (Sword 315). As 

we will see with her later poem, Helen in Egypt, “Leda” experiments with revising 

mythology and with it, reinventing the stereotypes of women. 

These two interpretations of Leda demonstrate how gender colors the Modernist 

poems, revealing the wide range of attitudes toward societal changes in the early 

twentieth century. The changing societal structure, begun by the war and continued after 

it, brings new opportunities to women in political representation, education, and careers. 

Depending on the individual, some welcomed these changes, having found the previous 

societal order constrictive, while others feared them because they broke tradition or gave 

too much influence to women, the gender associated with triviality, emotion, and 

sentimentality.  

 

3.   Helen 

Fitting Modernism’s suspicion of beauty, Yeats’s portrayals of Helen do not 

admire her looks but mourn the consequences of them. Helen’s role in the Trojan War 

gives credence to the early twentieth century attitudes: “We distrust [beauty]; we fear its 
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power; we associate it with the compulsion and uncontrollable desire of a sexual fetish” 

(Steiner 32). Though Yeats is not misogynistic like the Futurists who glorify “scorn for 

women” in their manifesto, he aligns beauty with danger, most personally revealed in his 

poem, “A Prayer for My Daughter” (Marinetti 2). He lists many traits he wishes for his 

daughter such as kindness, courtesy, self-governance, but he first considers beauty: “May 

she be granted beauty and yet not / Beauty to make a stranger’s eye distraught” (17-18). 

Anxious about beauty’s ramifications, the speaker qualifies beauty in the first line with 

“yet” rather than waiting for the more orderly second line to create the turn. Though he 

states the importance of a moderate amount of beauty, he seems paranoid by leaving out 

any mention of beauty’s positives. Worrying that too much beauty can make “a stranger’s 

eye distraught,” he acknowledges how beautiful women can be in danger if someone 

takes a desperate interest in them. He connects this to Helen later in the stanza: “Helen 

being chosen found life flat and dull / And later had much trouble from a fool,” likely 

referring to her husband, Menelaus, beginning the Trojan War, but could also mean Paris 

(25-26). He sympathizes with Helen’s point of view, describing how her beauty 

victimizes or limits her opportunities for happiness. His worldview supports this 

interpretation: “As the century wore on, medicine and psychiatry reinforced the view that 

beauty is dangerous to women, exacting a huge price on female health, self-confidence, 

and sisterly empathy” (Steiner xx). Yeats expresses the misgivings he has for his 

daughter in society by alluding to Helen and beauty. 

Almost a decade earlier, Yeats had first considered how Helen’s beauty caused 

the Trojan War when he wrote “No Second Troy” about Maud Gonne, an Irish 
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revolutionary. He simultaneously compares both Gonne and Helen’s beauty to a weapon 

ready to release: “That nobleness made simple as fire, / With beauty like a tightened bow, 

a kind / That is not natural in an age like this, / Being high and solitary and most stern” 

(6-9). He asks, “What could have made her peaceful with a mind” like that, and “what 

could she have done, being what she is?” (6, 11). His first question—“Why should I 

blame her?”—echoes what Homer’s Trojan officials say in “gentle, winged words” when 

they glimpse Helen nine years into the war: “Who on earth could blame them? Ah, no 

wonder / the men of Troy and Argives under arms have suffered / years of agony all for 

her, for such a woman” (Iliad 3.186-89). Yeats alters their “who could blame them” with 

“why should I blame her,” placing more emphasis on the role of the woman and beauty 

than the Greeks, who correlate Helen with Menelaus’s wealth and consider her more a 

prize to be won than an agitator. This alteration emphasizes the Modernist distrust of 

beauty and women. Yeats composes the poem in careful iambic pentameter and rhyme, 

ordering the chaos of the Trojan War and Gonne’s revolution, to help him accept the 

current events. It makes his message, that both events were mechanically set to happen, 

seem true and wise. He ends the poem with a question that transcends time, cycling it 

around, merging his two subjects: “Was there another Troy for her to burn?” (12). This 

final line generalizes both great beauties as also terrible beauties, ones that lead to 

destruction. 

Laura Riding Jackson launches from the tradition of limiting Helen’s identity to 

only her beauty in “Helen’s Burning.” The title, which simultaneously reads as the 

burning that Helen possesses or as a contraction for “Helen is burning,” sets the poem in 
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another time dimension, one that intersects past and present, for Helen’s reputation 

continues to burn through generations. Helen is someone who still “speaks” and the 

readers should be “silent” to listen (5-6). The poem begins with the status quo, “[h]er 

beauty,” and quickly acknowledges “[i]s but half her fate” (1-2). Like other Modernists, 

Riding searches for meaning beyond female beauty, which was accepted as “an end in 

itself” in previous artistic movements (Steiner xvi).  Similar to the speaker in “Leda and 

the Swan,” this speaker believes that we can gain greater understanding of fate and 

humanity’s place in it by listening closely to a deity, in this case, Helen, the demigod. She 

argues that we are at a great loss only telling one side of Helen’s story: 

But we tell only half, fear to know all 

Lest all should be to tell 

And our mouths choke with flame 

of her consuming 

And lose the gift of prophecy. (9-13) 

Traditionally, the symbols of flame and fire have been connected to Helen’s beauty, both 

the feelings of passion it inspires and the destructive reputation it leaves, as in Oscar 

Wilde’s poem, “The New Helen”: “Till her wan cheek with flame of passion burned [. . .] 

/ Ay! even now the glory of thy fame / Burns in those fields of trampled asphodel” (17, 

27-28). Riding invokes fire not on Helen’s reputation but directly upon her body; it 

“consum[es]” her as we consume and shame her for her beauty (12). Riding asserts that 

this would be a tremendous loss, for what fire burns cannot be restored. We “lose the gift 

of prophecy,” an understanding of the divine and the destiny of humanity, when we limit 
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her to only her beauty. It “choke[s]” “our mouths,” for Helen is one of humanity, and 

when we misrepresent her, destroying who she is, we destroy a part of who we are. In the 

Modernist era, this message is vitally important to support expanding women’s roles and 

opportunities rather than restrict their identities and potential. It is also important because 

some Modernists, such as the Dadaists and Futurists, radically repel all past artistic 

traditions and notions of beauty. By rescuing Helen from the fires, Riding supports that 

beauty is not the only measure of worth, and beauty shouldn’t be disregarded altogether. 

The speaker of H.D.’s “Helen” is also empathetic, notably peeling back the shame 

of the suffering, scapegoated queen to peer at her true heart. The poem begins with “All 

Greece hates” to emphasize the oppressive shame she bears (219). Whom they shame has 

“still” eyes and a “white” marble face, a statue who “stands” rather than moves. Devoid 

of the fragrance, color, and song with which H.D. usually characterizes living subjects, 

Helen’s description involves only looks. These details suggest that “All Greece” does not 

shame the living person she was but the symbol or caricature with whom they’ve 

replaced her, the scapegoat monument they have erected. Like Odysseus rallying the 

Greek army, hating Helen is a learned social practice, one that unifies “[a]ll” of Greece. 

A patriarchy can solidify by abhorring autonomous women who do not stay within the 

societal constraints of their sex, shaming them and others from further transgressing. 

H.D.’s poem casts the spotlight on this oppressive shame and how it makes Helen “still” 

so she can develop her commentary on patriarchal control of women in society. 

As treatment of Helen degrades from “hates” to “reviles” in the poem, Helen 

grows more “wan” and “white.” Here, her whiteness signifies her sickly paleness and 
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miserable simpering instead of beauty. The poem’s final stanza presents the irony of the 

hatred they adore giving, for this beautiful woman, whose beauty can give her 

tremendous power if she uses it for her own gains, will only make her community happy 

“if she were laid,”—sexually used and controlled by a man, preferably through 

marriage—and then “laid, white ash amid funereal cypresses”—dead and no longer a 

threat, only a beauty to be revered. H.D. reminds readers of a few fractions of knowledge 

about this woman beneath the shame: “God’s daughter, born of love, / the beauty of cool 

feet / and slenderest knees.” Though Greece is “unmoved” by these other factors of her 

identity, readers have been reminded of her innocence, her divinity, and her shared 

qualities with other women, as well as the shared restrictive, patriarchal control of 

women’s lives that extends, like Helen’s infamy, beyond her mortal time (219). Unlike 

Yeats, who uses Helen to convey his fears about beauty, H.D. uses Helen to humanize a 

woman beyond her symbolic beauty. 

Both Riding’s and H.D.’s poems consider Helen beyond her stereotype; taking 

this empathy a step further in two later poems, they emancipate Helen’s voice and, with 

it, declare their feminine presence in art and areas of influence. Building upon “Helen’s 

Burning,” Riding’s “Helen’s Faces” speaks in first person. Being “cold and hard in her 

mockery of men’s fantasies” (Dowson 157), this Helen describes how she gives away 

“replicas” of herself to trick men as in Euripides’s play, Helen. The men think they 

consume her, but she keeps her soul hidden inside: “Given each a replica of love, / 

Beguiled them with fine images. / To their hearts they held them. / Her dear face, its 

explicitness!” Helen languidly discloses that her identity, along with that of all women, 
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remains a mystery because women have to spend so much time guarding their selfhood 

from oppressors in society; they do not get to explore it or act upon it: “But the original 

woman is mythical, / Lies lonely against no heart. / [. . .] Undreamed of in her many faces 

/ That each kept off the plunderer.” Readers still do not know who “she is, [who] she is 

not, in one breath,” for her private soul and, by extension, the Modernist era women’s 

private souls were wholly undiscovered, their gender disadvantaged from the self-

actualizing opportunities offered to males. 

H.D. continued to write of Helen, composing the first person subconscious epic 

based on Euripides’s Helen entitled Helen in Egypt in 1961. Though it is outside of the 

Modernist time period, it builds on the relevant Modernist questions in the post-World 

War II era: what model of the self is adequate to modern life, and what grand narratives 

best explain the recent course of human history? (Whitworth 7, 9). Helen’s Egypt is a 

borderland of time and place, an “out-of-time dimension,” separate from Troy where a 

“phantom” doppelganger stalks its ramparts (5, 21). This setting aligns with Davidson 

and Perloff’s observation that Modernists tend to experiment with time, including making 

it non-linear (Whitworth 12). In this way, “[e]very part is simultaneously present,” and 

the reader may need to rearrange the events for chronology (13). H.D. takes this a step 

further because, as in Euripides’s play, Helen is also simultaneously not present, her 

identity at first unknown to Achilles: “he knew not yet, Helen of Sparta, / knew not yet 

Helen of Troy, / knew not Helena, hated of Greece” (14). The symbolic veil she and her 

phantoms wear accentuates her translucent identity, relating to the border god Hymen 

who is represented in the cusp of virginity and marriage (Hirsch 152). Her ambiguity—
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both present and non-existent—proves challenging not only for readers, but also for 

Helen because she experiences an amnesia, wanting to both “forget” and “remember” 

(17), as she tries to decipher the mysterious hieroglyphic prophecy that surrounds her. 

The hieroglyphs would unlock “an authentic self-perception, a true account of her being 

and experience” (Hirsch 147). For Achilles, the convoluted setting is vast and barren, 

such as when he learns that the Elysian Fields, the mythical underworld for the greatest 

heroes, does not exist (59). The convoluted setting serves as a foil for what Susan 

Friedman calls the Western world in 1961: “a war-torn century overwhelmed and 

atomized by its destructive, scientific technologies” (163). 

The war of the ancient Greeks’ era casts beauty in the form of Helen as its 

catalyst, and Helen in Egypt demonstrates that beauty and its relative, love, are not 

powerful enough to end war. Helen notices how Nature communicates this with the 

seasons, loving Spring and deathly Winter: 

can spring defeat winter? Never; 

spring may come after, 

but the crystal, the center, the ice-star 

dissembles, reflects the past 

but waits faithful. (204) 

When Achilles appears on the island, suffering from what readers see as post-traumatic 

stress disorder, he seems unable to connect with her, his one fellow human being on the 

island. Helen wonders, “does he dare remember / the unreality of war, / in this enchanted 

place?” (31). War’s hold on Achilles is persistent, alienating him so that they reconstruct 
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their lives separately on the island (65). When they do cross paths, sometimes sharing a 

fire, his aggression cannot be soothed by her beauty. She worries, 

a phantom pursues him; 

shall a phantom threaten my peace? 

what does it matter, 

who won, who lost? 

must the Battle be fought and fought 

in his memory? (37) 

Helen, like people in H.D.’s time, tries to learn how to function in society after 

experiencing, whether directly or indirectly, an insurmountable war, and this Helen, who 

has not been to Troy, has the singular advantage of studying it without the bias of trauma 

from it. Eventually, her beauty ignites his fiery rage, the opposite of its effect in Homer. 

He labels her a “daemon” and chokes her for an unknown amount of time (40, 52). Like 

Leda, Helen is granted forgetfulness during violence, her senses obscured by “a host, a 

cloud or a veil” (40). In this way, she is not as Friedman labels her, an “everywoman” 

(167). Being able to live without the trauma, unlike Achilles and the readers of the post-

World War II society, allows Helen to explore the prophecy’s deeper meanings beyond 

the limits of mortal human beings. 

H.D revises Helen’s character from a manipulating beauty into a wise and good 

hero searching for answers. Helen is selfless, not narcissistic, forgiving those who 

unfairly cast shame upon her: “you are forgiven for I know my own, / and God for his 

own purpose / wills it so” (5). Like Homer’s Helen, who interprets Zeus’s bird sign as an 
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omen of Odysseus’s homecoming (Odyssey 15.192), Helen is an accomplished seer 

because she has “intuitive or emotional knowledge” (Helen in Egypt 13). The poem 

begins with her as a self-reliant hero determined to solve the ominous riddle: “I am 

happier here alone / in this great temple, [. . .] / I would study and decipher / the 

indecipherable Amen-script” (22). However, this endeavor does not bring her glory, but 

more doubt. Accepting the mystery, she becomes what Whitworth terms the Modernist 

“wanderer” (Whitworth 16), abandoning the linear quest for knowledge to simply live: 

I will walk 

with measured step 

the length of the Porch, 

I will turn and walk back; 

[. . .] I will go from pillar to pillar. (Helen in Egypt 67) 

Her steps mimic the path Achilles says her phantom walks above the Trojan walls, and 

they take her to a temple-lake containing holy water that was “built to last forever” (68). 

Her journey as a “sleepwalker” unlocks the secret of life, the cyclical movement of it 

(177). She learns how God reincarnates (110). She wonders, “Do the mysteries untangle / 

but to reweave?” (161). This cycle seems to be the grand narrative best for human 

history. Once she understands this, she transcends it, “able to encompass infinity by 

intense concentration on the moment” (208). Her last thought of the poem is the enigma 

she has realized: 

There is no before and no after, 

there is one finite moment 
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that no infinite joy can disperse [. . .] 

the seasons revolve around 

a pause in the infinite rhythm 

of the heart and of heaven. (314-15) 

Reminding the reader that Helen reached this wisdom through accepting doubt, the 

narrator concludes that “perhaps we do not wholly understand the significance of the 

Message” (314). Helen in Egypt teaches readers to accept the past and move on, in touch 

with one’s primitive nature that gives one a steady beat. When she finds she cannot 

separate from her previous identities, she “reinscribes” them during her cyclical journey, 

demonstrating how feminists cannot completely separate from previous, limiting 

identifiers but they can reclaim and revise them (Hirsch 156). In this way, Helen adds 

new associations to a swan, depicting both Iphigenia and Clytemnestra as this type of 

bird so that the rape of her mother, Leda, is not its only meaning (Friedman 176). Helen’s 

stigma by a patriarchy and her reincarnations in Homer as Spartan, Trojan, then Spartan 

queen make her a noble border wanderer able to walk from the Modernist era to the 

ancient world and back with personal discoveries. 

Because of H.D.’s innovative renditions of Helen, Bettany Hughes concludes 

Helen of Troy: Goddess, Princess, Whore with her words. As H.D. and Riding’s poems 

suggest, Hughes believes “[w]e still—with woeful partiality—focus on the ‘shame’ rather 

than the triumph of Helen’s life-story” (Hughes 311). Hughes interprets the ironic close 

of the poem “Helen,” the witnessing of Helen’s dead body or funeral, as well-earned rest 

for her spirit: 
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[I]t is only when Helen of Troy becomes a desiccated pile of bones, when 

men can look at a toothless jaw, a tarnished ring and hand that has become 

an incomplete claw, that she can, finally, be laid to rest. Only then that we 

will stop hounding her, stop blaming her for being the most beautiful 

woman in the world. (311) 

Hughes glimpses Helen beneath the shame and objectification and provides many more 

possible sides of Helen in her book, building upon the legacy of the Modernist era. 

Modernism spurred a legacy of questioning preconceived notions, even ancient ones 

using Leda and Helen, that help lead to breakthroughs like Hughes. Yeats, Riding, and 

H.D. all glimpse the mythical queens’ humanities beyond the conquest, beauty, and 

shame that usually define them, opening doors for further exploration and understanding 

of who they are, and by extension, what humanity is, where it has been, and where it is 

going. 
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Chapter 5  

Helen in the Twenty-First Century – Helen’s Mixed Portrayals in Fiction and Film 

 

1. Introduction 

 A vivacious demigod, a scapegoat, an intercessor of love, a shameful adulterer, a 

pawn traded between men, a victimized woman persecuted by her society, a border 

crosser: Helen has played all of these roles in myths, stories, songs, and allusions across 

time and cultures. How a culture treats Helen is a barometer for how that society judges 

women, their bodies, their sexuality, and their autonomy. In the midst of the Me Too 

Movement, American society continues to dismantle discrimination against women. 

Writers and filmmakers return to foundational texts such as ancient Greek mythology to 

explore the female characters further, offering revisionist stories that voice 

underprivileged perspectives. These artists interpret the gender politics in their societies 

and explore their consequences and their solutions through their art forms. Sometimes, 

these interpretations still do harm to women’s autonomy and recognition in society by 

perpetuating limiting stereotypes. Helen continues to be marginalized in some of these 

works as an enemy to other women, distracting from the deeper, oppressive causes that 

stem from men being in power in society. The portrayals of female characters in these 

works provide viewers analogies to consider, criticize, and improve their own societies, 

so it is important that all women, including infamous women such as Helen, be developed 

in art forms today. 
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2. Fiction 

 There is a burgeoning trend of taking greater care in developing Greek 

mythological female characters through revisionist fiction. Emily Hauser’s 2017 For the 

Most Beautiful and Pat Barker’s 2018 The Silence of the Girls center upon the 

experiences of the Trojan captives, Chryseis and/or Briseis; Emily Wilson’s 2018 

translation of The Odyssey, as discussed in Chapter 1, describes the slaves with more 

nuance and the errant women with less judgment than previous translations; and 

Madeline Miller’s 2018 Circe narrates the titular character’s life, redefining the goddess 

beyond the label of witch that previous works had given her. Before this trend began, 

Margaret Atwood paved their way when she published The Penelopiad in 2005, retelling 

the Odyssey from Penelope’s point of view.  

Atwood provides Penelope’s inner thoughts and background information to 

address her behaviors in the Odyssey that trouble feminist readers today, such as 

Penelope’s obedience to her son and husband. When Homer’s Telemachus orders 

Penelope back to the women’s quarters, she is “astonished” by her son’s “clear good 

sense” (1.414, 416). Instead, Atwood’s Penelope roars back at her son’s rude command, 

telling him a “Is-this-all-the-thanks-I-get, you-have-no-idea-what-I’ve-been-through-for-

your-sake, no-woman-should-have-to-put-up-with-this-sort-of-suffering, I-might-as-well-

kill-myself speech” (128). When she cries after this, it is not “weeping for Odysseus, her 

beloved husband” as in the Odyssey (1.418), but, more realistically, tears to having been 

so disrespected by her son: “What could I do but burst into tears?” (128). Atwood’s 

additions do not undermine the original text but add dimensions to it. She also adds 
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dimension to Penelope as a wife. Homeric Penelope is unrealistically devoted to her 

husband, never saying an ill word of him even though she and the readers know he has 

many flaws. Odysseus is violent in many situations in the Odyssey, and it is likely that 

their marriage is not constantly harmonious. Therefore, Atwood’s Odysseus exhibits 

controlling and threatening behaviors with Penelope: 

If the word got around about his [unique rooted bed-]post, said Odysseus 

in a mock-sinister manner, he would know I’ve been sleeping with some 

other man, and then—he said, frowning at me in what was supposed to be 

a playful way—he would be very cross indeed, and he would have to chop 

me into little pieces with his sword or hang me from the roof beam. (74) 

This layer of aggression and condescension rightfully frightens Penelope, and it 

corresponds with the original text which was rife with moments when Odysseus’s 

aggressive tendencies, while victorious in war, were too extreme in times of peace. 

Penelope’s relationships with her son and her husband plausibly build off the source 

material and provide likely inferences about Penelope’s marginalized perspective in the 

text, making her a greater feminist character that readers can relate to. 

The most important time the text breaks the silence imposed on the female 

characters in the Odyssey is when Penelope rings out the injustice of the maids’ deaths. 

Homer’s Telemachus kills the maids because they had betrayed Odysseus by sleeping 

with the suitors, but the Penelopiad offers likely and sympathetic excuses for how the 

maids’ affairs came to be. Just as Penelope was tricking the suitors by unweaving her 

web when they were not watching, she sent her “young maids—the loveliest, the most 
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beguiling—to hang around the Suitors and spy on them” to better trick them: “You must 

pretend to be in love with these men. If they think you have taken their side, they’ll 

confide in you and we’ll know their plans. It’s one way of serving your master, and he’ll 

be very pleased when he comes home” (115, 117). In many cases, the maids were raped, 

or they succumbed to the suitors to avoid harm (115). This background information 

makes the maids’ executions even more poignant and unjust. The danger of the 

patriarchal society is clear: when women’s voices are not trusted, or, in this case, only 

one woman with a bias against the girls, Eurycleia, was trusted, grave errors and 

atrocities take place. 

In breaking from patriarchal tradition with Penelope’s perspective, Atwood 

models for the next generation of writers how to discover a marginalized voice in a 

foundational work and make reasonable inferences in crafting that voice, bringing about 

themes involving women’s autonomy and agency. Revisionists such as Hauser and 

Barker continue this mission by telling stories from the points of view of captive women, 

but they are still missing an important female perspective. The Penelopiad’s back cover 

claims to “[give] voice to Penelope, one of antiquity’s most infamous heroines,” but it 

misapplies the label “infamous” for the sake of making the story sound more scandalous 

to the reader. The only characters who could possibly call Penelope “infamous” would be 

the villainous suitors; instead, Penelope is one of the most highly regarded women 

because of her unfailing devotion to Odysseus, as analyzed in Chapter 1. Penelope, being 

the main female character, is a worthy voice to explore, but because she fits the definition 

of a “good woman,” to borrow Chaucer’s language, her thoughts and actions do not rattle 
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the patriarchy very much. It is paramount to explore truly infamous perspectives, such as 

Helen’s, to upend discriminatory labels of women.  

In fact, the Penelopiad upholds narrow, negative classifications of Helen. 

Although Homer’s Penelope says she thinks Helen would not have run away with Paris if 

she knew it would bring on the war (Odyssey 23.246-50), Atwood’s Penelope is sure 

Helen knew what she was doing: “I’ve often wondered, if Helen hadn’t been so puffed up 

with vanity, we might all have been spared the sufferings and sorrows she brought down 

on our heads by her selfishness and her deranged lust” (76). Atwood’s Helen is a 

sociopath whose ego relishes when men die for her, as Penelope describes: “The part of 

the [Theseus] story she enjoyed the most was the number of men who’d died for her in 

the Athenian war: she took their deaths as a tribute to herself” (75). Homer’s Penelope 

believes a god manipulated Helen to leave her husband and home (23.246-50), but 

Atwood’s Penelope says Helen “had run away with a prince of Troy” after they “had 

made moon-eyes at each other behind the back of Menelaus” because she was 

“ambitious,” “wanted to make a name for herself,” and “stand out from the herd” (76-77). 

Throughout the book, Penelope calls her “wicked” (78), “poison on legs” (79), and 

“septic bitch” (131). Perhaps Atwood made these choices because she thought the ways 

that Homer, the men who retold the story in the oral tradition, and the scribes depicted 

Penelope and Helen were only in conjunction to men, and she wanted to imagine what 

their relationship could be. Atwood does give Penelope more agency through her harsh 

judgment of Helen. In deepening Penelope’s perspective, however, Atwood restricts 

Helen to a caricature lacking the remorse, rebellion, and victimhood she demonstrates in 
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Homer. In serving a feminist purpose, it is paradoxical to develop one woman’s character 

by flattening another. 

Atwood’s Penelope and Helen do not collaborate but compete with each other to 

be considered the best prize. In Homer, these women do not express rivalry, but, rather, 

they mirror each other; they ostensibly perform their expected roles to survive the male-

powered society. Both women manipulate the domestic sphere to gain power in social 

situations such as when Helen drugs the men’s drinks to make them more peaceful 

(4.260), Penelope weaves and unweaves her father-in-law’s shroud to stall remarriage 

(2.110), and Penelope secretly sits outside the male quarters to overhear the suitors’ 

drunken machinations against her family (20.438). Their similar rebellions against the 

powerlessness in their lives makes it more likely that they would collaborate and 

encourage one another, being like-minded. Instead, Atwood’s Penelope sees Helen as a 

rival, desperately wanting to be better than her. She dreams of the day when Odysseus 

returns to tell her, “You’re worth a thousand Helens” (Atwood 89). She pesters 

Telemachus, not as to whether he has learned his father’s whereabouts, but as to whether 

Helen has aged and is no longer a great beauty (131). While Atwood crafted Penelope to 

be more realistic by not adulating Odysseus, she magnified her thoughts about Helen to 

paranoid preoccupations, flattening Helen and pitting the women against each other. As 

Suzuki observes, Atwood’s work falls under the feminist dilemma of what to do with 

infamous female characters: “should one de-emphasize the apparently misogynist 

representation of prominent female characters as seductive, unfaithful, and destructive; or 

should one allow agency, intelligence, and voice to female protagonists who may not be 
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unequivocally admirable?” (270). As Troy: Fall of a City will later prove, it is possible to 

do both feminist tasks at once, liberating the voice of a female protagonist to grapple with 

the complexity of their morality. To not do both makes it seem like the characters, unlike 

their counterparts in Homer, do not understand that the patriarchal society is their biggest 

threat, not other women. 

Their competition is clearest when they shadily converse in the Underworld, 

“sneer[ing]” and responding “tersely” (154-55). When Penelope says, “I hadn’t realised 

you were capable of guilt,” it “bother[s]” Helen, giving her “a tiny frown” (155). This 

could be a moment for Helen to reveal a deeper perspective, one that operates beyond the 

limited societal expectations for women, but her response is shallow. She responds with, 

“how many men did Odysseus butcher because of you?” even though she already knows 

the number is fewer than the scores of soldiers who have died for her (155). This question 

shows that Helen is not offended by being called heartless, but is offended by being 

accused of lacking a feminine characteristic, the ability to feel shame (155). Her question 

asserts her feminine superiority, according to how the society values women as objects. 

Atwood’s Helen is certainly performing, putting on “innocent” faces or a “giving nature,” 

but, instead of performing in order to survive and subvert the male-dominated society as 

does Homer’s Helen, she is indoctrinated by the patriarchal notions of objectifying 

women, policing women in her competition with Penelope (154-55). Atwood’s male 

characters, including Penelope’s husband and son, treat women with superiority and 

aggression, but Penelope misdiagnoses Helen as the enemy, “the root cause of all my 

misfortunes” (131). The Penelopiad certainly deepens some of the female characters in 
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its retelling of The Odyssey, but, in whittling Helen down to a caricature of vanity, the 

work misses out on another marginalized perspective and minimizes the deeper causes of 

societal oppression of women. 

Other recent works of fiction also narrowly portray Helen, perpetuating seductress 

generalizations. Avoiding the scapegoat stereotype, Hauser’s For the Most Beautiful 

absolves Helen of blame for the war through the character of Hermes: “Helen will not 

cause the war, he thinks. It will be the gods, as it always is, who do that. It will be the 

pride of the lords of Greece when they fight over a beautiful woman. It will be the greed 

of a prince who steals her to have her beauty for his own” (19). Hermes’s lofty 

perspective as a deity, similar to the Aeneid’s Venus, helps him notice the fatal and 

patriarchal causes of the war. However, when Helen is present in the book, she is vain 

and sinister. Altering the story by allowing Helen rather than her father to choose her 

husband, she picks Menelaus because of his “extravagant gifts and wealth” (Hauser 45). 

Paradoxical to her shallow nature, her eyes look deep, but the depth corresponds to her 

enormous ego: “deep and clear as the pool Narcissus gazed into when he fell in love with 

his own reflection” (77). Set up with selfishness and greed, Helen is viewed with 

suspicion by the chapter’s narrator, Krisayis: her “stomach turned over with a terrible 

fear” as “Helen’s blushing lips arched into a smile” (78). The final sentence of the 

chapter maniacally dooms the Trojans: “And Helen’s lips curved again into a smile” (79). 

Appearing sly and cunning to the mortals, Helen is an alluring seductress leading the 

Trojans to destruction, while the gods such as Hermes understand the wider perspective. 
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The mortals continue to view her as vain and with a veil of treachery, and Helen 

damns the Trojans unabated throughout the work. As in Homer, Hauser’s Helen is skilled 

in recognizing people, but Hauser turns her gift into a curse. Helen, instead of the men in 

the Iliad, is the one who misidentifies Patroclus as Achilles. Given her sinister smiles 

earlier, it seem possible that she realized Patroclus’s deception and purposefully misled 

the Trojans, encouraging Hector to duel Patroclus, turning her back on the Trojans, and 

exacerbating the war (312). After Hector kills Patroclus, Helen again is the one who 

reveals the identity: “She drew her veil slowly back from her face and gazed down from 

the walls, her lovely face impassive. Then— ‘It’s not Achilles,’ she said quietly” (314). 

Although Helen is more ambiguous here, withholding her emotions and not smiling, her 

role paired with her reputation raises readers’ suspicion. This moment gives her blame 

that the Iliad had not. Her inner thoughts are not revealed, leaving her either villainous or 

ignorant with vanity, distracting characters and readers from the patriarchal causes of the 

violence. 

To understand how a writer could more fully develop Helen, Madeline Miller’s 

Circe serves as a model. Rather than provide the perspectives of easily sympathizable 

characters, Miller reclaims the infamous perspective by voicing the titular goddess who is 

considered a witch throughout mythology. Building upon the myths surrounding Circe, 

Miller weaves her an intricate, painful background of familial abuse and neglect. All of 

her family—her father, her mother, her siblings—bully her for superficial reasons such as 

her fiery, unattractive looks or her screeching voice. Marginalized by her family, she uses 

her ostracism to spy on how Titans and Gods compete against each other for greater 
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power and fame. With no one to converse with in social situations, she notices the details 

in the backgrounds and nurtures intense empathy. She falls in love with a mortal, 

Glaucus, who she saves from drowning, turning him into a demigod, but, once he has 

immortal clout, he abandons her for more beautiful nymphs (54). Though she is a loyal 

person, in her youth, every person she loves turns on her, planting defensiveness and 

disdain in her. 

With this tragic foundation, Miller justifies Circe’s most notorious actions: 

turning Scylla into a monster and turning men who visit her island into pigs. Scylla is 

Circe’s vain and cruel cousin who spites her by marrying Glaucus: 

Beautiful Scylla, dainty-doe Scylla, Scylla with her viper heart. Why had 

she done such a thing? It was not love, I had seen the sneer in her eyes 

when she spoke of his flippers. Perhaps it was because she loved my sister 

and brother, who scorned me. Perhaps it was because her father was a 

nothing river, and her mother was a shark-faced sea-nymph, and she liked 

the thought of taking something from the daughter of the sun. (55) 

After years of accepting insults and betrayals, Circe takes revenge against Scylla by 

placing “flowers of true being” into her bath so that “[she] would not be able to hide her 

adder malice anymore. All her ugliness would be revealed” (55-56). Because Circe uses 

an herb that reveals who Scylla truly is, it seems she deserves her monstrous 

transformation. Circe seems less villainous and more just. 

 Readers also more easily accept Circe’s turning men into pigs when they learn 

that she was brutally raped when she offered refuge to her first group of sailors. They had 
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come to her in need, being “hungry and lost,” and she “enjoyed seeing to all their 

comforts [herself]” (184-85). Once they realized she was unaccompanied by men and 

only served by a few young nymphs, the captain attacked her: 

The man threw me back against the wall. My head hit the uneven stone 

and the room sparked. I opened my mouth to cry out [a] spell, but he 

jammed his arm against my windpipe and the sound was choked off. I 

could not speak. I could not breathe. I fought him, but he was stronger 

than I had thought he would be [. . .]. A mortal would have fainted, but I 

was awake for every moment. (188) 

To have been so violently accosted after serving them with hospitality, it is no wonder 

Circe later chooses to immediately turn men who come to her island into pigs, keeping 

herself safe. When she turns her rapist into a pig, the readers rejoice because she is no 

longer seen as a villain but, from understanding her perspective, she is a survivor and a 

fighter. Miller’s work redeems Circe by adding to, not departing from, the ancient textual 

details. Writers today should continue this work for other narrowly and harshly defined 

errant women such as Helen who were able to shake the foundations of the patriarchy 

enough that they have, until now, been regarded with infamy to minimize their power and 

influence. 

 

3. Film 

Along with these works of fiction, there have also been films that more fully 

develop the female characters of Greek mythology. Wolfgang Petersen’s 2004 Troy and 

the Netflix and BBC 2018 collaboration Troy: Fall of a City almost always treat the 
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marginalized women of Troy—Briseis, Chryseis, and Helen—with greater depth. Troy’s 

heroine is Briseis, a feisty Trojan priestess who is a cousin to the royals (in this way, 

merging the Chryseis and Briseis characters). Rather than speaking once, meekly, as she 

does in Homer, Briseis challenges the men, Agamemnon and Achilles, who seek to 

control her as their captured slave. She softens Achilles’s war-obsessed heart, and in the 

end, he dies because he chooses to not fight against Briseis’s family. His heel is shot by 

Paris’s arrow because he is comforting Briseis and making sure she is safe while Troy 

falls. Achilles pursues love, not rage, and Briseis becomes a romantic heroine. 

Helen, who challenged authority in the Iliad, no longer does in Peterson’s Troy. 

Diminutive and submissive, she is a damsel in distress for Paris to rescue. She cries and 

looks fearful throughout the movie, overwhelmingly “anxious,” though she never 

demonstrates those emotions in Homer (Denby). Even Helen’s allure, the one consistent 

attribute in all of her versions across cultures, is not present. Of her beauty, Blondell 

observes, “no one besides Paris seems dazzled [. . .]. Nor do we see her exercising her 

charm over men through discourse—the script strips away her Homeric eloquence” (13). 

Helen’s most powerful attribute is rendered powerless, making her a loyal romantic 

interest to Paris, a Juliet to his Romeo, but one that is merely a pretty face without the 

personality or agency. Rather than subverting patriarchal repressions of women as she 

does in Homer, Helen’s main purpose in Troy is to bolster Paris’s image as a romantic 

hero.  

In catering to American notions of heroism and gender expectations, Petersen’s 

2004 film departs largely from the foundational texts. Denby observes that the writer, 
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David Benioff, and the director “compressed and changed elements in the story, making 

it morally conventional (the bad guys get punished) in a way that the Iliad doesn’t.” 

Blondell conjectures that the film’s “highly stylized and historically arbitrary rendition of 

ancient times” was done to “address contemporary concerns” (“Third Cheerleader from 

the Left” 10). The film’s contemporary concerns include homophobia, as Blondell 

explores, and a homogenized cultural morality, according to Denby. A striking contrast 

between the Iliad and Troy occurs when Hector protects Paris by killing Menelaus during 

their duel in the film. In the Iliad, he had pressured Paris to fight because it is what 

honorable Greek men are expected to do, but a modern audience wants to see Hector 

support his brother instead. With Menelaus killed, Helen can no longer be returned to her 

husband, and the point of the war is revenge and for economic superiority.   

Blondell and Denby do not touch upon the film’s pervasive and troubling colonial 

mindset. The film removes the gods, renders Achilles atheistic, and makes Hector 

agnostic, so the Greeks appear civilized in contrast to the Trojans’ superstitious and 

primitive, polytheistic religious practices. The Greeks, then, appear intelligent, not 

ruthless, with the Trojan Horse scheme; the Trojans, then, must be worshipping false 

gods. They appear like buffoons, barbaric in believing outdated religious figures. These 

choices in straying from the original text make the Greek heroes resemble American 

ones, men that are superior to savages and think independently; the Greeks even seem 

possibly monotheistic (Christian) because they are not worshipping the idols the Trojans 

do. These dichotomies unrealistically narrow the characters’ identities and overlook the 
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original text’s ambiguous messages about war and its consequences. The film glorifies 

American culture and its practice of destroying less militaristically evolved communities. 

Petersen manipulates the story to perpetuate American gender expectations, 

including those of men: strong, heterosexual, commanding, dominant, and unemotional. 

Instead of portraying the consequences of hypermasculinity as Homer does, the film has a 

“grandiose [. . .] aim of depicting the ‘truth’ of masculinity, and this has the effect of 

temporarily masking the cracks and uncertainties of the old hegemonic order” 

(Bainbridge 312). The film distorts characters such as Helen and Achilles, who challenge 

these notions with their unconventional identities or behaviors, to uphold a narrow and 

unthreatened adulation of American masculinity. Removing any suggestions to a 

homosexual relationship, Achilles is the doting guardian to his youthful cousin, Patroclus. 

After Patroclus dies, the only emotion Achilles shows is anger, even though he weeps in 

sadness (18.25-39) and complains to his goddess mother (1.413-22), to name a few of his 

other expressions in the Iliad. The film’s female characters also perpetuate stereotypes to 

satisfy American gender ideals. Though Briseis is not a passive female, she fits the 

expectations of a heroic woman. Making her fall in love with Achilles achieves a 

cinematic expectation for romance. I agree with Blondell that “[despite] a veneer of 

feminism, the movie does not celebrate the dangerous power of female beauty but denies 

it by means of an array of strategies, some of which echo ancient texts and some of which 

are specific to contemporary ideology and the cinematic medium” (“Third Cheerleader 

from the Left” 6). Briseis, though the strongest female character in the film, is limited 

because she is crafted to appeal to the American audience and what they expect of 
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romantic heroines in movies. Helen is crafted to fulfill what Americans expect of 

beautiful trophy wives: an exquisite exterior with a hollow interior. Instead of providing a 

complex message about the dangers of suppressing female autonomy and magnifying 

masculine and military ambition, the film modifies the story to fit a cliché for box office 

success. 

Troy: Fall of a City, instead, provides a complicated look at love, loyalty, 

madness, and deception in the midst of war. The film develops these themes through 

many character arcs. The film’s Agamemnon is haunted by his choice to sacrifice his 

daughter for good omens in the war, and his regret casts a shadow upon every decision he 

makes (Episode 2). A Greek spy in the Trojan city grows to care for the young baking 

family who employ him, and his choice to spare their lives would have prevented them 

from turning him into the Trojan guards in a later scene (Episode 7). Paris escapes death 

in his duel against Menelaus by running away, and he does not return to Troy, attempting 

to avoid his tragic prophecy (Episode 5). For the same reason, Hector contemplates 

killing his brother (Episode 3). Achilles, like his Homeric character, opposes the Greek 

(and, coincidentally, the American) heroic ideal because, according to Magerstädt, he is 

“a brooding, serious, and often reluctant soldier” (200). Achilles loses Patroclus because 

Patroclus cared more about this heroic ideal, the culture’s masculine code of honor, than 

Achilles had (Episode 6). When the city falls, Odysseus tries to spare Andromache’s 

baby from the Greeks’ infanticide, but, when Agamemnon realizes the heir to Troy is still 

alive, he forces Odysseus to kill the boy, or risk treason to Greece (Episode 8). With 
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ambiguous morality, the series gives every character a complicated existence in war, 

using or building upon Homeric source material. 

Along with the male characters, the film also further develops characters that 

Troy, and in some cases, Homer, had marginalized, such as the gods, women, and slaves. 

The gods are “instigators,” reminding the audience that humans face difficult life choices, 

especially in war, because their fates are mostly out of their hands (Trusty). The first 

scene of the series involves only women. The viewer infiltrates Troy by following a black 

rider, Samira, a midwife. It is the time of Paris’s birth, and while his mother cries in 

labor, Cassandra witnesses the future destruction of Troy in her dreams. As the show 

moves from the first scene, the king and queen’s congruent thrones demonstrate that the 

Trojan government is ruled by men and women alike (Trusty). Equality in marriage is 

also exhibited by Penelope and Odysseus, who both use cunning and deceit to attempt to 

prevent Odysseus going to war (Episode 1). Slaves jostle in the background of almost 

every scene. Not only is this historically accurate, but it gives attention to the ubiquitous 

presence of the working class, a perspective usually unincorporated. 

Just as the Iliad ends with the lamenting Trojan women, so this series, as Debra 

Trusty points out, emphasizes how much women lose in war, an institution they virtually 

never have any say in: 

Too often the women often have a solution or the correct response to an 

event and then men don’t listen. It’s not just Cassandra who is ignored, but 

all the women. By pitting sensible women against prideful men, the series 

exposes the shallowness of Troy’s supposed gender equality—the very 
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thing that would have saved them. Perhaps a cautionary tale ripped 

straight from Euripides’ stage, the irony is thick as the series ends with an 

utterly heartbreaking view of the true victims of war: the women. 

Trusty is correct that many women besides Cassandra give ignored advice that would 

have preserved Troy or human life, such as Andromache advising they return Helen 

(Episode 5), or Helen begging Paris not to leave Troy and visit a nearby town for aid 

(Episode 3). However, all of the women are not ignored, and all of the men are not 

listened to. Hecuba continually chooses to have Paris in her life rather than keep her city 

alive (Episodes 1, 2, and 5); and Priam dismisses the ideas of his loyal son, Hector, in 

favor of his prodigal son, Paris (Episode 2). At the end of the series, as the Trojan 

captives are marched out as slaves, as the babies are ripped from their mothers’ arms and 

tossed over the walls to their deaths, after many unnamed soldiers have died, the message 

is that women—as well as the slaves and soldiers belittled based on class—and 

marginalized effects of war—the post-traumatic stress the men like Agamemnon and 

Odysseus feel because of the horrors they were compelled to commit—make everyone 

victims in war. 

To make this complex message clear, Troy: Fall of a City finally gives Helen the 

star power she deserves. By foregrounding Helen and Menelaus’s disparate marriage, the 

creators of the series build viewers’ sympathy. She tells Paris that she was forced at the 

age of 14 to marry someone she did not love, and that she is not a possession (Episode 2). 

Bird imagery symbolizes Helen, for like them, she has been trapped in the palace, not 

allowed to fly about, since Menelaus became king (Episode 1). When Paris asks Helen to 
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leave with him, she at first declines, unable to abandon her daughter. This choice 

dismisses a criticism that has been flung at her by literary characters and critics across 

time. Not until Paris reminds Helen, “You always say women can’t choose their fate,” 

does she realize leaving with Paris could assert her independence and fight the oppression 

all women experience (Episode 1). Ultimately acting upon this broader purpose, Helen 

demonstrates the most acceptable reasons to leave, raising her to a feminist hero rather 

than an adulterous villain, as she has too often been branded. 

Along with having a noble purpose in leaving Troy, Helen is also cunning and 

willful, a clear departure from Troy’s meager character. She surprises Paris by stowing 

herself away in a furniture gift placed on his ship (Episode 1). In Episode 3, when 

Achilles sneaks into her bedroom and threatens to kidnap her, she cunningly remains true 

to the Trojans by appealing to his sense of battle honor. Understanding the masculinity 

expectations that motivate the Greek warrior, Helen persuades him he is “her match,” 

complimenting him. She also builds his respect for her when she says, “it is better to die 

with honor than to die with shame.” Later, in Episode 7, though Helen is loyal to Troy, 

she allows a Greek spy to enter the palace and kill the servant that saw her with Achilles 

in order to save her reputation with the Trojans. In the end, she meets with the Greeks 

outside the palace because she thinks giving herself up will end the war, but they trick her 

and use her exit to make their entrance to destroy the city (Episode 8). Although this 

Helen, unlike in Homer, stays allegiant to the Trojans, her ability to orchestrate secrecy 

between the different sides demonstrates her agency and the moral ambiguity of war, 

similar to her character in the Homeric epics. 
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Expanding upon the few moments in which Homer’s Helen appears, Troy: Fall of 

a City’s character presents a new facet to her identity or decision-making in every 

episode. When the city is starving, Helen is the first royal to give her share of grain to the 

citizens (Episode 3). She weeps because Paris has left (Episode 5). In Episode 2, she tries 

to walk to the Greeks herself, thinking it would end the war. Although Troy’s Helen also 

attempts to leave, her exit seems out of fear and anxiety whereas Troy: Fall of a City’s 

Helen leaves to bravely sacrifice her autonomy for the lives of others. Paris convinces her 

to come back because he believes the war would still rage on, and freedom to love is 

worth fighting for, but, because the episode ends without her answer, viewers are left 

wondering if one pair’s freedom to love is really worth fighting this catastrophic of a war. 

It is a cliffhanger, because the viewer wonders if the argument persuaded her. That 

suspense, among other reasons, demonstrates that Helen is not a predictable, flat 

character anymore, but more like her ambiguous Homeric representation. 

From the beginning to the end of Troy: Fall of a City, Helen is heroic in the way 

she faces impossible odds, declares female autonomy in a patriarchal society, and strives 

to own herself as the most prized woman. She is intelligent, compassionate, and alluring, 

diplomatically speaking with Trojans and Greeks, aware that any of them could turn 

against her as well as letting her heart navigate some decisions. Troy: Fall of a City 

reveals hidden facets of Homeric Helen by imagining her experiences and behaviors 

beyond what the two epic poems offer. Rather than being a scapegoat, an adulteress, or a 

pawn, Troy: Fall of a City’s Helen deflects all the stereotypes that others give her. She 
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has her own presence, independent from other characters within the series. Helen is 

finally beginning to speak freely; let’s make sure we continue to listen to her. 
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Conclusion 

 

Through Helen’s various portrayals, we discover how women exhibit intelligence 

and power despite restricted social roles as well as how they exhibit them through these 

roles. The texts in the bookend chapters, Homer’s works of Chapter 1 and Troy: Fall of a 

City of Chapter 5, most roundly characterize Helen. Their Helens carefully monitor her 

words spoken with others. She presents the face, or performs the personality and role, 

needed to be successful with the social encounter’s audience and situation. Behind closed 

doors, out of other characters’ lines of sight, she mixes potions and plans the killing of a 

Trojan spy, respectively, manipulating situations to keep herself safe and in a privileged 

position in the patriarchal society. These subversive transgressions afford her some 

control in her life, a life that otherwise offers women no overt power against a man’s will, 

even if she is a queen. 

Through authors’ choices in portraying Helen, we also learn patriarchal societies’ 

various attitudes towards women and their autonomy. Chaucer, Shakespeare, and Yeats 

write during periods when women had gained greater access to education, careers, and 

independence. Despite these periods of emerging identities for women, the writers depict 

Helen most restrictively. Whether it be treating her as an object or harshly judging her 

actions, their works demonstrate anxieties about the changing social frameworks, fearing 

that the foundations of society defined by gender roles being broken rather than revised 

for improvement.  
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Helen’s ability to disrupt social frameworks may be her most controversial trait; 

this quality is present in every depiction of her. After all, even Sappho, whose female 

point of view is one of Helen’s most sympathetic, rebukes Helen for abandoning her 

daughter and disrupting the social framework of the family. To make her as sympathetic 

as possible, H.D. renders Helen amnesic and separate from Troy, living in Egypt. A 

doppelgänger, not her true self, had displaced her family and consorted in Troy. To H.D., 

Helen can be a hero as long as she does not knowingly abandon her family and enjoy her 

time behind the Trojan walls while scores of soldiers are slaughtered outside of them.  

However, Helen can be redeemed further through a feminist lens. If she escaped 

from Sparta to explore the world more as only men can do in her patriarchal society, she 

is a feminist hero. If she chooses to embark on a life in Troy beyond her marriage 

arranged for her at fourteen years of age, she is a feminist hero. If she is kidnapped but 

adapts to her Trojan life, accepting what is not in her power to change and finding 

meaning and happiness beyond her trauma, she is a feminist hero. Helen disrupts social 

expectations for women, including their responsibilities to husbands and children, by 

asserting her autonomy. Menelaus’s reaction to her agency, not the agency itself, is what 

commences war. Helen’s manifestations throughout literature reveal that the inequalities 

inherent to patriarchies, not errant women, catalyze social disorder. 
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